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Introduction 

 
 

Foundational work in queer theory has sought to claim certain writers and works as 

examples of texts that in effect depict same-sex desire. For example, applications of queer theory 

to the work of Willa Cather have predominantly focused on the ways in which “the thing not 

named” can be interpreted as a refracted or displaced lesbian desire. Eve Sedgwick and Judith 

Butler have both written on the subject, the former suggesting failed heterosexual relationships in 

Cather’s work are emblematic of refracted impossible lesbian desire and the latter arguing that 

Cather’s masculine names are sites of sexual and gender coding, recoding, and crossing. 

Sedgwick’s essay “Across Gender, Across Sexuality: Willa Cather and Others” examines 

definitions of gender and of sexuality and questions the role of cross-gender identification as she 

understands it in Cather’s work. She references Cather’s short story “Paul’s Case” and The 

Professor’s House and sees Cather’s biography reflected in both these main characters, 

suggesting cross-gender inventions of homosexuality (66). With specific regard to The 

Professor’s House, Sedgwick notes: “what become visible in this double refraction are the 

shadows of the brutal suppressions by which a lesbian love did not in Willa Cather’s time and 

culture freely become visible as itself” (67). Sedgwick acknowledges how Cather would have 

been situated—and limited—culturally and politically and implies that Cather’s narrative 

represents an attempt to negotiate those limits. However, her assessment is based primarily on 

the assumption of Cather’s identification as a lesbian—an identification that Cather distanced 

herself from in several significant ways. 1 Furthermore, any attempt to assume authorial intent 

risks overlooking potential complexities and unexpected dimensions.  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Judith Butler notes in “’Dangerous Crossing’: Willa Cather’s Masculine Names,” that it is hard to read gender or sexuality in Cather’s texts as 
Cather intended to distance herself from a “legible relation to women or to lesbianism” (143).  
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Virginia Woolf is another author whose texts are often read through her sexual 

relationships; her affair with Vita Sackville-West is frequently used in analyses of her texts. 

Similarly to Cather, Woolf resisted being socially labelled by her sexual relationships. Though 

Cather may have been driven more by a desire for privacy, Woolf was relatively outspoken 

regarding her disapproval of medicalized definitions of sexual identities. Brenda Helt, editor of 

Queer Bloomsbury and author of the chapter “Passionate Debates on ‘Odious Subjects’” points 

out that Woolf’s work of the 1920s continually challenged cultural and medical rhetoric that 

promoted bifurcated sexual identities (114). 2 According to Helt, Woolf saw her intimate 

relationships—including those with women—as “epistemologically, aesthetically, and politically 

more useful” than the mere sexual identifications being promoted by sexologists (114). Helt and 

co-editor Madelyn Detloff outline the implications of such thinking in their introduction to 

Queer Bloomsbury by suggesting the relationships between Bloomsbury members be considered 

through Paul Gilroy’s particular understanding of conviviality, which as Helt and Detloff 

explain, holds the value of “taking shared space into account and prioritizing the importance of 

being together rather than the condition of being or ‘identity’” (1-2). Helt and Detloff argue that 

“identity” has the unfortunate potential to “fix one’s objects of study into relatively static 

categories of being at the expense of becoming, of co-evolving, or of becoming together” (1-2). 3 

The work of scholars in queer studies has undoubtedly expanded the purview of Woolf’s 

and Cather’s work and has meaningfully supported the recovery of queer texts. However, rather 

than reading the work through the lens of the authors’ purported sexual proclivities, I’d like to 

consider the alternative ways queerness can be articulated in texts by both Cather and Woolf, and 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 According to Helt, the concept of “dyadic” sexual identity was “just gaining currency in the 1920s and ‘30s (115).  
3 “Becoming together” is in reference to Sedgwick’s Touching Feeling, in which Sedgwick traces the ontological gains that are more likely when 
one considers what “lies ‘beside’ rather than ‘beneath’, ‘behind’ or ‘beyond’ any given phenomenon” (2). Sedgwick locates a particular potential 
in looking “beside” in that, “Beside comprises a wide range of desiring, identifying, representing, repelling, paralleling, differentiating, rivaling, 
leaning, twisting, mimicking, withdrawing, attracting, aggressing, warping, and other relations” (Touching Feeling 8).  
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in doing so, draw out important implications of the texts’ conviviality—the space they share with 

history, politics, and culture. I’d like to recognize the broader and more obscure ways a text can, 

in fact, be queer. 4 Crossings, for example, occur not only at sites of gender and sexuality, but 

also time, space, and history, the regulation of which have traditionally been dictated by 

patriarchal values and capitalist ideology. By joining a range of scholars such as Elizabeth 

Freeman and Carolyn Dinshaw, I’m interested in addressing such topics as history and time and 

extending work in queer studies to these particular modernist writers whose work offers 

additional ways to think through such notions of time, space, history, and sexuality—all of which 

are embedded within larger systems of power.  

Specifically, my project is interested in the ways Cather’s The Professor’s House and 

Woolf’s To the Lighthouse offer several constellations of queer productions that confront 

heteronormativity and capitalist production. In The History of Sexuality, Michel Foucault traces 

the nineteenth century rise of biopower, which he describes as a technology of power aimed at 

managing populations for the progress of capitalism (140-141). Crucial to biopower is sex, 

sexuality, and the perpetuation of norms insofar as they ostensibly secure the generative output 

of bodies. Specifically, according to Foucault, sexuality “was put forward as the index of a 

society’s strength, revealing of both its political energy and its biological vigor” (146). While 

Foucault’s discussion is primarily concerned with sex and the subsequent methods of regulating 

sex and sexuality, I’m especially interested in the regulation of bodies more generally as they 

relate to the different ways one might imagine production—of bodies, art and histories.  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 To explicate how queerness is understood, I will borrow from Sedgwick’s “Queer and Now,” in which she beautifully demonstrates the value 
“queer” as an identification that can encompass “the open mesh of possibilities, gaps, overlaps, dissonances and resonances, lapses and excesses 
of meaning when the constituent elements of anyone’s gender, of anyone’s sexuality aren’t made (or can’t be made) to signify monolithically” 
(n.p).  
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In Time Binds, Elizabeth Freeman interrogates the ways in which our histories are bound 

by time, and how time is bound by patriarchal investments in capital and therefore the regulation 

of bodies. Freeman traces a set of texts that according to her “see queerness as a powerful site 

from which we might read a [certain] kind of failure: not just that of progressive movements but 

the failure of Western ‘modernity’ and the capitalist system that organizes it” (xvi). Freeman 

borrows from Dana Luciano’s chronobiopolitics to argue that people are bound to each other 

through a particular orchestration of time (3), and she points to anthropologist John Borneman’s 

work that suggests, as Freeman says, “personal histories become legible only within a state-

sponsored timeline,” which also tends to serve a nation’s economic interests (4). Both Foucault’s 

notion of biopower and Freeman’s ideas about chronobiopolitics rely heavily on certain types of 

economic and biological production, the notion of which I see as operating in several interesting 

(though not identical) ways in both texts. The chrononormativity running through the novels is 

punctuated by moments that confront and challenge such heteronormative structures. Though my 

project examines various ways of thinking about production, I’ve brought together multiple 

concepts and representations of what it means to produce, to participate in production (and 

reproduction) as they’re connected to certain ways of knowing—history, politics, culture, and 

economics.  

In Chapter 1, I extend Elizabeth Freeman’s work on queer temporality to Cather’s The 

Professor’s House and in doing so investigate the ways in which the text embodies specific 

queer crossings and non-teleological existence, not solely as a refracted lesbian desire, but as an 

alternative to the heteronormative, masculinist understandings of time, space, and history. I also 

interrogate the ways in which Cather’s text perpetuates these masculinist and heteronormative 

ways of knowing and understanding, while simultaneously offering moments that undo and 
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unbind them. The Professor’s House, among other things, is preoccupied with work—with labor 

and output of a particular kind. In many ways, the main character Godfrey St. Peter reinforces 

the heteronormative ideology behind biopower. He is married with two daughters, has a 

successful career as a university professor, and is the author of Spanish Adventures in North 

America. His “social” self (Cather 240), in other words, is heavily reliant upon his ability to 

produce—to produce children, lectures, research, and books. But within the construction of his 

“social” self is embedded certain digressions from, or transgressions of, heteronormativity. I 

argue that St. Peter participates in a queer temporality, in that during introspective moments in 

the text (which subsequently become transformative and productive in certain ways) he 

disengages from chrononormativity. He also queers the gender binary in occupying “feminine” 

spaces and modes of thinking, and in certain instances seems to indicate a desire to sever himself 

from social visibility. One particular demonstration of this desire is in his cross-identification 

with Tom Outland, a character whom I contend represents a form of queer reproduction. Finally, 

I suggest the text offers glimpses of forms and modes of reproduction that partake of what Lee 

Edelman describes as forms of queer negativity.  

In Chapter 2, I consider the queer generationality represented between certain characters 

in To the Lighthouse and interrogate the ways such relationality could represent a criticism of 

patriarchy and empire, in so far as such articulations of (repro)production speak to the economic 

interests of patriarchy. Brenda Helt and Madelyn Detloff address the evolution of criticism 

around Bloomsbury’s sexual and social practices and note how early criticisms have come under 

scrutiny for “homophobia, misogyny, and a misunderstanding of social and class relations,” 

whereas more recent critics traffic in a more generalized “erotophobia” (4). They note how it’s 

become “socially acceptable to be gay if one is properly coupled off in a state-sanctioned union” 
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within what the editors describe as a “neoliberal valorization of (repro)productivity” (4). This 

assessment addresses not only the growing issue of homonationalism but also alludes to the 

economic underpinnings of neoliberalism and its demands on production(s). Through the 

articulations of queer generationality that I trace within To the Lighthouse, the text offers 

alternatives to such state-sanctioned unions and economically-driven productions. In Undoing 

the Demos: Neoliberalism's Stealth Revolution, Wendy Brown argues that neoliberalism’s 

current configuration renders “all aspects of existence in economic terms” (17). She argues that 

this system is detrimental to democracy in that it is “replete with contradiction and disavowal, 

structuring markets it claims to liberate from structure, intensely governing subjects it claims to 

free from government, strengthening and retasking states it claims to abjure” (48-49). Since 

Bloomsbury’s inception, though most if not all members were middle class, they’ve been 

recognized as not being “properly productive” by their detractors (Helt and Detloff 4). Certainly, 

this could be understood along sexual reproductive lines, but it’s also informed by the 

interrelated and complex relationship between capitalism, bodies, and production. As Helt and 

Detloff point out, the group’s “artistic, intellectual, political, and aesthetic labour…often served 

as a critique of the more blatant excesses of commodity capitalism” (4-5). They go on to note the 

group’s emphasis on “small-scale ‘making’ as opposed to large scale production is a stark 

reminder that ‘making’ entails more than making money” (5). I also demonstrate the text’s 

unexpected methods of capturing the violence and grievances of women under Victorian beliefs 

by considering Mrs. Ramsay’s performance of motherhood and wifedom though the lens of 

camp; by affording certain performances a degree of camp, Mrs. Ramsay becomes “[un]properly 

productive,” and therefore momentarily destabilizes domestic expectations of women promoted 

by the patriarchy. Lastly, in examining Lily’s artistic production I investigate the role her 
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painting plays in terms of rethinking women’s relationship to identity, to work, and to labor. In 

suggesting her painting is an example of an “intellectual birth,” I argue it is not only a 

representation of queer reproduction but is also fundamentally at odds with modes of production 

that would have been considered proper for a woman or an artist during the first part of the 

twentieth century.  

The concept of production that I trace through both texts is certainly multivalent. I outline 

several modes of production, including sexual (or non-sexual) reproduction, the artistic 

production of painting or writing, embodied performances, and the productions that result from 

one’s imagination or recollection. The implications of such modes are just as varied—from 

perpetuating familial legacies to constructing histories that shape a society’s collective epistemic 

foundations. And though I argue such articulations offer glimpses of alternatives to capitalist, 

heteronormative systems of regulation and production, it’s important to note that these 

phenomena are not nor can be cordoned off from each other. Rather, I understand these 

alternatives in a similar vein as Helt and Detloff understand convivial relationships. The space 

these alternative productions share with heteronormativity has to be taken into account; far from 

seeing them as distinct or separate or in direct opposition with heteronormativity, I see them as 

beside one another, continually interfacing and intermittently “desiring, identifying, representing, 

repelling, paralleling, differentiating, rivaling, leaning, twisting, mimicking, withdrawing, 

attracting, aggressing, warping” with such (Touching Feeling 8). 
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Chapter 1 

“The Lining of the Normal and its Irritant”: Interrogating the Queer Alternatives to 
Heteronormativity in The Professor’s House 

 
The shadow world is not for her somewhere else and not to be translated into something else. 
Not an alternative, not simply a pocket of difference, it is rather the difference within the same, 
the nonidentity of identity. Social conformity seeks to block it out; most people choose that path 
of least resistance. But it nonetheless is the lining of the normal and its irritant. 

--Jonathan Goldberg, Willa Cather and Others 

Queer Structures & Static Narratives  

In applying Elizabeth Freeman’s concept of queer temporality, The Professor’s House 

offers glimmers of alterity that speak to the ways our histories and legacies are regulated by 

certain systems of power. Elizabeth Freeman’s argument is largely dependent upon the concept 

of chrononormativity, or the use of time to organize individual human bodies toward maximum 

productivity. Queer temporality works against this organization and the systems of power behind 

it. Lee Mitchell’s article, “’Strangely Static’: Wonder and Possession in The Professor’s House,” 

references a 1926 review of the novel by English critic and Cambridge lecturer I.A. Richards that 

saw it as having “little sense of action” (289), and says of Cather’s larger body of work that it 

was all “strangely static” (289). This is a fair assessment in comparison to other works published 

around the same time. Consider her male contemporaries F. Scott Fitzgerald and Ernest 

Hemingway, whose work often focuses upon unattainable desires, dangerous passions, and more 

traditional narrative arcs. In contrast, the text of The Professor’s House signals its non-action in 

the opening line: “The moving was over and done” (3). Mitchell contends that Cather’s text 

demonstrates her “abiding effort to undo the causal, action-oriented aspects of narration in favor 
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of a more temporally dislocated, fundamentally transcendent mode” (Mitchell 291). He goes on 

to argue, however, that, “No matter how vigorously Cather wanted to reshape the novel into 

moments of stopped time, of lyrical evocations…the very rhythm of reading which she defied 

still presses on…” (292). This is true to an extent. Unlike other modernists known for 

defamiliarzing the reading process, such as William Faulkner whose Light in August is renowned 

for its jarring temporal splits, Cather’s structure is much more subtle. The effect of “stopped 

time” and “lyrical evocations” is generated not by jarring gaps in narrative, but in the act of 

reading itself. The effect is the result of Cather’s carefully constructed passages that demand the 

reader linger slowly over descriptions and introspective contemplations. And unlike narratives 

that are propelled by desire to attain, to reach some green light, the objective of the plot in The 

Professor’s House is much more ambiguous. So then, I would like to suggest that Richards’ 

assessment of the text’s “static” nature could also be understood to be simply, non-teleological. 

Reading the text through such a lens allows potentially elided possibilities of meaning to emerge. 

Far from insisting the text operates in direct opposition to modes of production associated with 

heteronormativity, I’m merely suggesting that within the articulations of production presented in 

the novel are glimpses of alternative productivity that, as Goldberg notes about Cather’s “shadow 

world,” are “the lining of the normal and its irritant” (Goldberg 145). 

The opening line of the novel makes reference to some form of production being “over 

and done” (3). The events that have shaped St. Peter’s personal history have already occurred: 

the text opens with him “alone in his dismantled house where he had lived ever since his 

marriage, where he had worked out his career and brought up his two daughters” (3). St. Peter’s 

present is marked by excessive inactivity in comparison to the state sponsored timeline that 

Freeman argues is required to become socially and politically legible. Not only have these events 
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already transpired, but throughout the text St. Peter is indifferent to them and their value to his 

life. Furthermore, towards the end of the novel, he comes to regret the demand that marriage, 

children, and work have had on him: 

One thing led to another and one development brought on another, and the design of his 
life had been the work of this secondary social man, the lover. It had been shaped by all 
the penalties and responsibilities of being and having been a lover. Because there was 
Lillian, there must be marriage and a salary. Because there was marriage, there were 
children. Because there were children, and fervour in the blood and brain, books were 
born as well as daughters. His histories, he was convinced, had no more to do with his 
original ego than his daughters had; they were a result of the high pressure of young 
manhood. (240) 
 

His identity as the “lover” dictates the “design of his life,” forcing his “original ego” to be 

suppressed for the sake of this “social” role and its responsibilities. His self-revelation, in which 

the consequences of heterosexuality bears “penalties” rather than privileges, appears to be a 

criticism of heteronormativity and its emphasis on state-sponsored teleology, with the “social 

man, the [heterosexual] lover” at the center. Because he participated in heterosexuality—and 

therefore the systems of control and management that Foucault and Freeman discuss— “one 

thing led to another and one development brought on another,” all of which are separate from 

“his original ego” and are only the result of “the high pressure of young manhood.” In other 

words, the telos of St. Peter is not his, per se, but rather that of the social order. 

Heteronormativity is in opposition to the notion of purpose in so far as purpose is driven by 

one’s own desire. This emphasizes the constructed nature of heteronormativity that Freeman and 

Foucault address. To participate in state-sponsored legibility is to accept the behaviors and 

values associated with heterosexual desire, even if they are occasionally at odds with one’s 

“original ego.”  

This reflection evokes the failure that Freeman posits queer texts afford; St. Peter’s 

ambivalence towards the state-sponsored trajectory his life has taken calls into question the idea 
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that progressive movement of heteronormativity and Western capitalism are (or should be) 

natural and normal. However, it also demonstrates how such narrative agency is always already 

complicated by patriarchal and capitalist ideologies. Even as the text challenges the structures of 

regulation working within heteronormativity, it upholds certain masculinist ideologies 

perpetuated by the same structures of power. The “original, unmodified Godfrey St. Peter,” 

compared to this “social man” and “lover” is said to be a “primitive,” only “interested in earth 

and woods and water” (241). Unlike the scholar and family man, St. Peter’s imagined “other 

self” seems to insist upon and re-inscribe masculinist notions of boyhood and in certain ways 

draws upon stereotypical depictions of Native Americans. His portrayal of himself living by the 

rhythms of nature evokes narratives portrayed in early American Western print culture, such as 

James Fenimore Cooper’s The Leatherstocking Tales or early twentieth century Western dime 

novels. While this reverie offers a fascinating questioning of masculinist heteronormativity, in 

having St. Peter cling to a mythic adventure-tale of boyhood, it ultimately perpetuates the gender 

stereotypes and heteronormativity inscribed in male-centered texts. Additionally, the rhetoric 

used to portray this “Kansas boy” unfettered by civilization recalls similar depictions of the 

Noble Savage, one of the detrimental rhetorical maneuvers used in dehumanizing Native 

Americans: 

Wherever sun sunned and rain rained and snow snowed, wherever life sprouted and 
decayed, places were alike to him. He was not nearly so cultivated as Tom’s old cliff-
dwellers must have been—and yet he was terribly wise. He seemed to be at the root of 
the matter; Desire under all desires, Truth under all truths…He was earth, and would 
return to earth. When white clouds blew over the lake like bellying sails, when the seven 
pine-trees turned red in the declining sun, he felt satisfaction and said to himself merely: 
“That is right.” (241)  
 

The myth of the Noble Savage perpetuated the idea that Native Americans were morally superior 

because of their relation to nature. But this notion also aided Europeans from positioning Native 
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Americans as “primitive,” base, and below the European race. That all these imagined “places 

were alike to him” also conflates different natural spaces, invoking an imperialist perspective of 

nature. Nevertheless, despite its reinforcement of such tropes, the text’s narrative structure does 

open it up to possibilities for reading sites of queerness that question the normativity of 

patriarchal ideologies, offering a potential for such ideologies to become denaturalized.   

Liminal Spaces & Queer Generativity 

Freeman notes that our histories are bound by time, which is carefully managed by the 

capitalist system. The Professor’s House potentially disrupts this organization of time through its 

liminal spaces and its substitution of chance, accident, and the element of surprise in place of the 

teleological demand of sequence and intention. In her essay, “Liminality in Willa Cather’s 

‘Alexander’s Bridge’ and The Professor’s House,” Mary Chinery applies the concept of 

liminality to her understanding of space in Cather’s text. She borrows her definition for 

liminality from Victor Turner’s 1982 From Ritual to Theatre and notes that it is characterized by 

“an interval, however brief, of margin or limen, when the past is momentarily negated, 

suspended or abrogated, and the future has not yet begun, an instant of pure potentiality when 

everything, as it were, trembles in the balance” (58). Chinery argues Cather uses such liminal 

symbols as dreams, rooms, bridges, transatlantic voyages, deserts, and the Blue Mesa. The 

experience with such symbols are, according to Chinery, “by their nature temporary or 

transformative. Set apart from society, these moments include a before and after from which one 

will never be the same” (58). While I agree that several of the places she points out—the coast of 

Spain, the Blue Mesa, and St. Peter’s Study—do seem to symbolize and function as spaces of 

liminality, I find her reliance on Turner’s assessment that during a liminal experience the “past is 

negated” not adequately supported. Her assessment that the liminal spaces in Cather’s work 
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“provide a period of intense reflection which is transformational” (58) seems to ignore an 

obvious contradiction; that is, reflection implies a looking back. Furthermore, I agree that the 

text relies on chance and surprise as an alternative to state-sponsored teleology, but what appears 

to be chance or luck is often shaped and influenced by histories that are very much so 

constructed and driven by specific agendas that undermine the “pure potentiality” of the liminal 

space to be separate from society.  

What specifically complicates liminality in The Professor’s House is that the past for St. 

Peter and Tom is bound up with history, and particularly the history of the cultures and places 

that define their personal “transformations.” It is understandable how Chinery could overlook the 

past in her argument, as the novel only vaguely implies the role history plays in the lives of these 

characters. I would suggest, however, that instead of the past being negated, it is exploited by 

both St. Peter and Tom Outland. For example, St. Peter’s study functions as a liminal space in 

that it both separates St. Peter from his family and domesticity and simultaneously offers a space 

for crossings of time and gender. It is in his study that he reflects on one of the lucky accidents of 

his life. On Christmas, while his family is preparing Christmas in the new house, St. Peter spends 

the morning in his study where he recalls past holidays, including ones spent abroad while he 

stayed with the Thierault family in Paris. It was during a summer in Paris, on the waters off the 

coast of Spain that “the design of [St. Peter’s] book unfolded in the air above him” (89). Sailing 

on L’Espoir—French for Man’s Hope—St. Peter joined a French captain and a French crew to 

deliver cargo to Algeciras and as he recalls:  

On the voyage everything seemed to feed the plan of the work that was forming in St. 
Peter’s mind; the skipper, the old Catalan second mate, the sea itself…All day long they 
were skirting the south coast of Spain; from the rose of dawn to the gold of sunset the 
ranges of the Sierra Nevadas towered on their right, snow peak after snow peak, high 
beyond the flight of fancy, gleaming like crystal and topaz. St. Peter lay looking up at 
them from a little boat riding low in the purple water, and the design of his book unfolded 
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in the air above him, just as definitely as the mountain ranges themselves. And the design 
was sound. He had accepted it as inevitable, had never meddled with it, and it had seen 
him through. (Cather 89) 
 

The design that unfolded was his Spanish Adventures in North America, a book that earned 

enough success to provide St. Peter and his family the extra income to build their new home. 

Chinery claims that here the water off the coast of Spain is a liminal symbol, affording St. Peter a 

space of “pure potentiality” (Chinery 58). But the potentiality offered does not negate the past; in 

fact, it implicitly depends upon it, suggesting the degree to which one is afforded such access to 

potentiality is largely determined by race, class, and gender. Here, St. Peter acts as a Spanish 

adventurer himself, and “imagines” a book about the Spanish conquistadors in the southwestern 

part of North America. St. Peter’s inability to acknowledge the history embedded in his 

imagination is evident in his depiction of the book unfolding, seemingly out of thin air, just as 

“the mountain ranges themselves.” The Sierra Nevadas, like the book imagined on that “purple 

water” were not instantaneous productions, but slow manifestations over years and centuries, 

with a collective history marked by colonization, commodification, and exploitation. They may 

appear “out of thin air” in that moment for St. Peter, individually, but his recollection glosses 

over any acknowledgment or appreciation for the history they hold and the histories they tell 

(and don’t tell). Additionally, what gets offered as serendipitous chance is perhaps something 

else. If chance is absent of design, then this episode isn’t necessarily an example of such; St. 

Peter internalizes the design of the histories embedded in this natural space and claims them as 

part of his imagination.  His appropriation of the history of others is not unlike the Spanish 

conquistadors or British colonizers claiming other aspects of natural space—including both 

resources and bodies—as their own. St. Peter’s position as a white, upper-class male affords him 
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this indiscretion towards historical records. And what gets expressed as time and space apart 

from the social order is actually quite marked by the political structures undergirding such order.   

The memory of how St. Peter’s book came to be in some ways mirrors the imagined 

escapades of his “other self:” “snow peak after snow peak” is a repetition similar to “Wherever 

sun sunned and rain rained and snow snowed” (241). The text leaves space in this memory to 

question its validity and accuracy. The mountain range that St. Peter imagines as having no prior 

history is said to be located “high beyond the flight of fancy,” which would suggest it exists only 

in a fantastical or unrealistic dream-state. The colors further the idea that this memory is bound 

up with subjective impressions of St. Peter’s—the “rose of dawn,” and the “crystal and topaz” of 

the Nevadas, and the “purple” water evoke “twilight,” itself a liminal state of time that scholars 

have explored in Cather’s work (Watson and Moseley 107). The Sierra Nevadas are real and 

factual, and given that the rhetoric is similar in some ways to St. Peter’s reverie about his 

“primitive” self, it’s possible Cather is subtly demonstrating the inevitable subjectivity of 

memory, and therefore indirectly acknowledging the histories that tend to be overlooked and 

dismissed based on the perspective of the person or persons recording it. The text seems to be 

offering a certain critique of this method for writing history: in colonizing histories, realities are 

written out or written off and one’s own “flight of fancy”—whether driven by personal or 

political agendas—are written in. The liminality of the waters off the coast of Spain does afford a 

break with normative temporality and history, but its potential to reject hegemonic structures of 

meaning altogether is limited; while the structure of the text as a whole is interested in a 

narrative that celebrates liminality and queer temporality, this episode demonstrates the 

inescapable influence of dominant, colonialist historiography. 
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Chinery notes that the liminal space of the desert landscape, similar to how the forest 

functions in works of early American literature, functions as a symbol for spiritual (and physical) 

exploration. But her analysis doesn’t acknowledge the implications of the relationship between 

nature and man nor does it question how such a relationship functions. I assume her statement 

refers to the works of Hawthorne, Irving, Thoreau, and perhaps even Emerson, along with 

movements such as transcendentalism. In response, I would like to quote Seldon Whitcomb, an 

English professor whose essay, “Nature in Early American Literature” was published in 1894 in 

the literary journal, The Sewanee Review: 

The spirit in which an author looks upon external nature reveals in a peculiar way the 
delicacy of his perception in general and particularly his relations to the literary standards 
which have been accepted by other men under other circumstances…There was first a 
growth leading from the more material, business point of view, to that in which the free 
spirit of man finds in nature something partaking of his own rich emotional and 
intellectual life, something which he may not utilize, perhaps, or fully understand, but 
which yields him sympathy and inspiration. The principal purpose of the early travelers 
and explorers was to enlighten the world, to advance men’s knowledge concerning the 
distinguishing features and characteristic flora and fauna of newly discovered regions. 
This noble motive was, however, too often contaminated by the desire for mere 
commercial or territorial gains. (Whitcomb 159) 
 

Tom’s experience on the Blue Mesa and his later discovery of “Cliff City” reflects this tenuous 

relationship with nature. His impressions early on foretell of an inclination to “yield” something 

from nature: “It seemed to me that I had never breathed in anything that tasted so pure as the air 

in that valley. It made my mouth and nostrils smart like charged water, seemed to go to my head 

a little and produce a kind of exaltation” (178-179). Despite his celebration of what nature can 

offer to his “emotional and intellectual” faculties, and his later scorn of Roddy for selling off the 

Anasazi ruins, he notes the capacity for this space to “produce,” and his behavior and handling of 

not only the ruins but also of his experience on the Mesa as a whole suggests a desire to yield 

something else as well. Tom behaves in a similar fashion to the “early travelers and explorers” 
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who sought to “enlighten the world” and “advance men’s knowledge” by marking, classifying, 

and characterizing “newly discovered regions.” This is evident not only in his treatment of the 

ruins themselves, which he “numbered” and noted in detail “just where and in what condition 

[he] found [them],” but in his description of the journey to his discovery as well. His detailed 

report of where the cabin stood in relation to the Cruzados river and other natural markers 

mirrors the detailed manuscript of Fray Garces, which St. Peter transcribes and brings along with 

him and Tom when they travel to the southwest together (168, 235). St. Peter recalls that “Tom 

could take a sentence from Garces’ diary and find the exact spot at which the missionary crossed 

the Rio Colorado on a certain Sunday in 1775” (235). And again, although Tom claims he never 

intended to sell off the ruins that he equates to the “pots and pans that belong to my poor 

grandmothers a thousand years ago” (219), when traveling to Washington to seek expert help, he 

notes his intention to “bring back with me men who would understand it, who would appreciate 

it and dig out all its secrets” (202). While his intentions may be noble, his actions and the effects 

of such actions yield familiar results: his intention strays dangerously close to those earlier 

explorers whose same “noble motives” of “enlightening” the world was quickly “contaminated 

by the desire [to understand] for mere commercial or territorial gains.” Similar to the way in 

which St. Peter’s lucky—and therefore innocuous—experience off the coast of Spain produced 

the design of his book, Tom’s innocent admiration for the ruins and their history produced a 

small fortune that then enabled him to go to college. Though both these natural spaces offer 

exceptional moments to St. Peter and Tom—that certainly have the potential to upset 

heteronormativity, and even heterosexuality—I would argue their capacity to function as a space 

of spiritual exploration and transformation is impeded by the capitalist ideologies that have come 

to color the relationship between nature and man. And although they may produce a space for 
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homosocial relationships and non-normative depictions of time and history, they simultaneously 

produce a means by which both characters are able to continue participating in heteronormativity 

and consequently the same capitalist system that requires more rigid modes of production.  

  Whereas the natural space off the coast of Spain and the Blue Mesa call into question the 

writing of history and the production of historiographies, among other things, the domestic, 

interior space of the sewing room/study offers an opportunity to consider production along 

gender lines. While Chinery notes the study’s liminality results from time being suspended (60), 

as I’ve already noted, time isn’t suspended so much as various temporalities—past and present—

are brought together. Moreover, Chinery doesn’t consider the materiality of the space and how 

that might influence the study’s liminality. I argue the study’s status as a liminal space is largely 

dependent on the convergence of seemingly opposed forms of gendered work. While he has a 

“show study,” off the back parlor, the narrator acknowledges that it was “a sham” (8). It is 

instead the sewing-room where St. Peter conducts his work. In other words, the sewing-room is 

the space where he is able to live out his second life, as it were, aside from his career at the 

university (19). It is here that he works on his “engrossing creative work” (19). While St. Peter is 

aware that, “fairly considered, the sewing-room was the most inconvenient study a man could 

possibly have” (16), he also feels that, “it was the one place in the house where he could get 

isolation, insulation from the engaging drama of domestic life” (16). His ambivalence about the 

domestic and the feminine seems apparent in the juxtaposition of “isolation” and “insulation.” As 

a man of letters, he knows he should be “isolated”—separated and partitioned off—from the 

feminine veiling of the domestic space. But he nevertheless also wants to be “insulated” from it 

too, which implies a more intimate enveloping from the domestic onto and around him. 
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As a liminal space between his two worlds, the study may not risk penetration from the 

domestic, though it does invite a certain occlusion with it.  

He raised the hinged top of the box-couch that stood against the wall, under the slope of 
the ceiling. At one end of the upholstered box were piles of note-books and bundles of 
manuscript tied up in square packages with mason’s cord. At the other end were many 
little rolls of patterns, cut out of newspapers and tied with bits of ribbon, gingham, silk, 
georgette…In the middle of the box, patterns and manuscripts interpenetrated. (13)  
 

This short excerpt demonstrates the physical convergence and blurring of masculine and 

feminine. Calculations and mathematical measurements, traditionally aligned with masculinity, 

are evoked in the “square packages” wrapped up with cord regularly used in woodworking, a 

traditionally male-dominated craft, as well as the patterns that, just as in woodworking, will also 

need to be measured and calculated with scientific precision. Cather rather brilliantly blurs the 

culturally accepted notions of masculine and feminine to the point that they bleed together. Art 

and science, feminine and masculine interact and coalesce to create an irreducible whole, where 

the items are separate, insulated from one another, yet together and interpenetrated. Quite 

different from the male penetrating the female in a normative heterosexual act, here the 

masculine and feminine comingle, penetrating one another and producing a space of potentiality 

for St. Peter and the work he’s generating.    

This moment comes just after St. Peter reprimands Augusta for wanting to remove a 

much more overt signal of the feminine and the domestic: when Augusta tells St. Peter a delivery 

boy was picking up her sewing forms to take to the new house, he exclaims, “I’m damned if he 

will! You shan’t take away my ladies. I never heard of such a thing” (12)! Given the description 

of the room—the “dark den” with a “single square window,” and a “rusty, round gas stove”—the 

busts are the most obvious tie to the feminine; however, the implications of his fascination and 

attachment to them are in fact more ambiguous than the intermingling of his manuscripts with 
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Augusta’s patterns (7, 16). On the one hand, he desires separation from the “drama of domestic 

life” taking place beneath the sewing-room (16). On the other hand, he has an odd attachment to 

these forms that he insists on keeping even while his family has moved into the new house.  

That the forms are the most essential part of women’s clothing seems significant. In an 

obvious way, they represent women in that they imitate the woman’s body. Their purpose 

however, is the construction of clothing that then constructs femininity. In other words, they 

represent the performativity of femininity and the production of gender. Furthermore, these 

specific busts, these forms that St. Peter refers to as his “ladies,” are distortions of the female 

body. They are a comingling of human form with non-human material, which may not be 

significant except that St. Peter in several ways personifies them, suggesting they could be 

understood as queer productions of nature. The first is a “headless, armless female torso” (9). St. 

Peter notes that, the “figure looked so ample and billowy (as if you might lay your head upon its 

deep breathing softness and rest safe forever),” suggesting perhaps a motherly figure, certainly a 

representation of the feminine as nurturing. But to touch this figure would be to “suffer a severe 

shock” on account of its “dead, opaque, lumpy solidity, like chunks of putty, or tightly packed 

sawdust” (9). The sentence itself is shocking in that the language shifts drastically from 

beginning to end, from “soft” and “billowy” to “dead” and “lumpy.” The language 

simultaneously humanizes the bust (it “breathes,” after all) and dehumanizes it in referring to it 

as “dead putty.” St. Peter’s perception of the busts could symbolize his perception of women 

more generally; he at once objectifies his wife and daughters while tending to dismiss them as 

though they are objects only. The personification is complicated further by the fact that this form 

only contains a torso. The defining element is the bust, a highly sexualized part of the woman, 

but here it’s inadequate and disappointing to touch. There’s no head, and perhaps more 
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significant, there’s no lower body, no representation of the reproductive organs. He’s interested 

only in the capacity for the bust to offer him a motherly bosom, but even that is left unfulfilled 

on account of the bust’s hard composition. It would seem then that this particular bust represents 

a certain kind of failure—either of St. Peter’s ability to reconcile his feelings toward women 

(wives and mothers alike) or the failure of heteronormative family relations that are largely 

dependent on the figure of the mother.  

The other form—a “full length female figure in a smart wire skirt with a trim metal waist 

line”—is described as being “more self-revelatory” (10), which could be interpreted two ways. 

The reader has already been set up to see the forms as “ladies,” so this sentence could invite the 

playful idea that the bust itself is self-revelatory, in that it is literally transparent with no means 

of hiding its interiority. But it could also be read that the bust is “more self-revelatory” with 

regard to St. Peter. Like the bust, this form too is a collection of parts, rather than a cohesive 

whole. It doesn’t have any legs and its vital organs are represented by metal. It’s described as 

having “no viscera behind its glistening ribs, and its bosom resembled a strong wire bird-cage” 

(10). St. Peter “contends that it had a nervous system” however; and when it is dressed in a new 

party dress for St. Peter’s daughters, it takes on a “sprightly, tricky air,” and is most convincing, 

“in her pose as a woman of light behavior” (10). Here again is a representation of the female 

body as feminine, masculine (constructed with hard mechanized wire), incomplete, sexualized 

(coquettish) and desexualized (inanimate) all at once. In a rather explicit way, the forms taken as 

a pair represent the Madonna / whore dichotomy. But if the second one is more self-revelatory 

for St. Peter, the question is how so. The form only becomes sexualized when it is dressed, when 

it takes on the material that is key to the performance of the feminine. Again, this could indicate 

St. Peter’s masculinist view of women, that women have a propensity to transform into 
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coquettish teases with costume and dress. But I would argue what makes this particular bust self-

revelatory for St. Peter relates to the fact that this form does become sexualized. More 

specifically, it implies sexuality is a production—a production of performance, of dress, of 

behavior. I would also argue there’s a comfort (perhaps not unlike a mother) that’s produced by 

both forms that affords St. Peter a certain generativity.  St. Peter notes that “Augusta had 

somehow got it into her head that these forms were unsuitable companions for one engaged in 

scholarly pursuits” (10). The study/sewing-room is a liminal space that combines the masculine 

and the feminine in ways that do not simply echo heterosexual sex, and Augusta’s forms extend 

the liminality. They are masculine and feminine, complete and incomplete, human and inhuman, 

and sexualized and desexualized—they are, in other words, queer. They evade any one 

definition, one touch, one look. They invite multiplicity. And they again, to St. Peter, are a 

crucial component to his creative work. Just as they serve to support the construction of women’s 

clothing, they serve to support the construction of St. Peter’s second life.  

St. Peter’s interaction with liminal spaces—his study in particular—not only serves his 

creative ambitions, it also prompts a gradual transformation in him. He criticizes his family’s 

happy “preoccupation with their own affairs,” yet the reader is told that while his family was 

away St. Peter was “really doing very little” (Cather 238). “Little” is in reference to his academic 

work and annotating Tom’s diary (238). He says he was “doing a great deal besides—something 

he had never before been able to do” (339). Instead of busily working, he was privately engaging 

in reflective thought. The juxtaposition of “little” with a “great deal besides” forces one to 

associate the act of “doing very little” with something that is “a great deal besides.” Doing very 

little then becomes something great—that is, something above and beyond normal—but besides, 

or apart from the norm. So then, reflective thought, unproductive in the sense that it fails to yield 
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a tangible product, is quite valuable from an ontological and epistemological perspective, yet not 

valuable from an economic one.  

Interestingly, passivity does produce an economic value earlier in the text. I’ll return for 

just a moment to the earlier excerpt in which the design for St. Peter’s book “unfolds” on the 

liminal waters off the coast of Spain. Importantly, St. Peter is passively laying down, looking up 

at the Sierra Nevadas when this unfolding occurs. He imagines them “high beyond the flight of 

fancy,” implying they exist only in a fantastical or unrealistic dream-state. Looking up at the 

iridescent sky and mountains that look like crystals while imagining a grand adventure tale, St. 

Peter has a spark of inspiration for his book. That “everything seemed to feed the plan of the 

work” (89) directly links this episode of passivity to his work.  There’s an advantage to 

participating in this dream-like experience of being on board this vessel, yet excused from any of 

the work required for a successful journey. And the design that came to him during this reverie 

“had seen him through,” implying the later commercial success of the finished book, Spanish 

Adventures in North America. It would seem that the success he has on account of the book, 

whose design was so “sound,” there was no need to “meddle with it,” complicates the idea that 

passivity is unproductive. Additionally, it seems queer temporality is in a certain way intersects 

with heteronormative gains—his Spanish Adventures becomes such a commercial success and 

yields enough economic capital that he is able to afford a new home for his family.  

Though St. Peter’s participation in queer temporality and his relationship to queer spaces 

more generally is only intermittent, it repeatedly influences his life and work, though in slightly 

unpredictable ways. At various moments, it can call into question the systems that have 

normalized particular modes of production and being, while simultaneously abetting the systems’ 

continuance. St. Peter demonstrates his acceptance of cultural and gendered biases around work 
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and productivity and in so doing admits his commitment to heterosexist ideology. At the same 

time, he confesses his growing appreciation for more feminized, languid activity: 

St. Peter had always laughed at people who talked about ‘day-dreams,’ just as he laughed 
at people who naively confessed that they had ‘an imagination.’ All his life his mind had 
behaved in a positive fashion. When he was not at work, or being actively amused, he 
went to sleep. He had no twilight stage. But now he enjoyed this half-awake loafing with 
his brain as if it were a new sense, arriving late, like wisdom teeth. (Cather 239) 
 

There’s an explicit distinction and stratification of values between those who have “day-dreams” 

and “imaginations” and therefore “loaf” about and those who “behave in a positive fashion” and 

are “actively amused.” Behaving in “a positive fashion” quite overtly evokes teleology. He 

demeans activities that would align more closely with femininity with a scornful laugh, yet he 

comes to view this “half-awake loafing” as though it is “a new sense” to him, which I 

approximate to a transformative experience, not unlike Tom’s time on the Blue Mesa. 

Furthermore, senses are usually understood to be inherent; they’re not acquired superficially, 

which would imply that this other part of his identity has always been there, despite being 

dormant like “wisdom teeth.” On the one hand, the correlation to wisdom teeth—which typically 

erupt during late adolescence—could suggest St. Peter is only now reaching his full maturity 

since embracing this new sense, which would imply his maturity is contingent upon his 

acceptance of purported masculine and feminine sensibilities. On the other hand, given the 

cultural attitude that wisdom teeth are unimportant and can in some cases cause pain and harm, 

this reference could also speak to the desire of the dominant majority to extract part of one’s 

identity when it doesn’t fit certain standards of productivity. More specifically, it could suggest 

one’s opposition to teleology is removed by the cultural inculcation of heteronormativity that 

requires such opposition be deemed inferior, unproductive, and even pathological. This particular 

scene works against the systems aimed at regulating bodies for maximum productivity of capital, 
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and St. Peter’s quasi-awakening to this other part of himself, which follows shortly after this 

scene, further demonstrates the ways queer crossings gesture towards the detrimental failings of 

heteronormativity.  

Alternative Forms of Production & Social (Non)Viability 

Cross-identification occurs between St. Peter and Tom, offering a way for St. Peter to 

reconcile his ambivalent feelings about his life and suggesting he desires a certain distance from 

heteronormativity and social visibility. Tom’s experience on the Blue Mesa represents the 

adventures that were inaccessible to St. Peter once he adopted the roles and responsibilities of the 

lover, and as Chinery points out, Tom’s story literally functions as a bridge between the first and 

last sections in the text, indicating its connection to St. Peter’s revelation. Unmoored by family 

and traditional coming-of-age milestones, Tom worked as a call-boy on the trains before being 

offered a position as a cattle rancher for the Sitwell Cattle Company. It is in this role that Tom 

ventures to the Blue Mesa and “discovers” the ruins of the ancient tribe. In reading Tom’s 

detailed diary, St. Peter is invited to experience the adventures that weren’t afforded to him as a 

husband and father. In this way, this section offers St. Peter an opportunity to cross-identify with 

Tom. Shortly after reading Tom’s diary St. Peter has his reverie about his “other self,” and notes 

that “adolescence grafted a new creature into the original one, and that the complexion of a 

man’s life was largely determined by how well or ill his original self and his nature as modified 

by sex rubbed on together” (242). In Chinery’s essay on liminality, she uses the same term when 

she notes that Tom “becomes a new creature” (61) after being metaphorically reborn by his 

experience on the mesa. She signals his repeated use of “first” in describing seeing the mesa as a 

“whole” after Roddy departs and suggests this series of “firsts” can be read as an initiation or a 

transformation. She then references Turner’s work on liminality: “transitional beings have 
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nothing. They have no status, property, insignia, secular clothing, rank, kinship, nothing to 

demarcate them structurally from their fellows” (61). If St. Peter is able to embody Tom during 

the reading of his diary, then he too is able to achieve this state of “nothingness,” where he is 

able to suspend not only his physical ties to his family, but also state-mandated ones that are 

required of his “social,” married self. 

This desire to achieve a state of “nothingness” is repeated at the end of the novel, as St. 

Peter has his revelation about the return of “the original, unmodified Godfrey St. Peter” (239). 

Complicating this transformation, however, is his sense that he is nearing the end of his life 

(Cather 243) and then of course his passive suicide attempt during which he wonders, “He hadn’t 

lifted his hand against himself—was he required to lift it for himself” (252)? Understanding 

Cather’s construction of this sequence of narration requires, I think, a consideration of how St. 

Peter viewed Tom’s untimely death.  

What change would have come in his blue eye, in his fine long hand with the 
backspringing thumb, which had never handled things that were not the symbols of 
ideas? A hand like that, had he lived, must have been put to other uses. His fellow 
scientists, his wife, the town and State, would have required many duties of it…He had 
escaped all that. (Cather 236-237) 
 

St. Peter’s assumption of what Tom’s life had turned out like had he lived mirrors in several 

ways his own professional and family life. At the time St. Peter felt he was “nearing the end of 

his life,” he was also convinced that his “original” self had returned to him: “The Kansas boy 

who had come back to St. Peter was not a scholar…he had never married, never been a father” 

(241). It’s my contention that in this state of mind, St. Peter again cross-identifies with Tom and 

his “conviction” that he’s near the end of his life is actually a desire for his own death. Lee 

Edelman in his rather polemical book, No Future: Queer Theory and the Death Drive, argues 

that “the death drive names what the queer, in the order of the social, is called forth to figure: the 
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negativity opposed to every form of social viability” (9). If St. Peter’s passive suicide attempt—

or rather his lack of saving himself—is read through Edelman’s lens of the death drive, then his 

“suicide attempt” serves to symbolize more so his reaction to “social viability,” and I would also 

argue social visibility. Whereas Edelman’s argument relies on an anti-social vision of sex, here, 

the homosocial relationship between Tom and St. Peter aids the agenda of the death drive. St. 

Peter’s passive suicide attempt is his attempt to escape “all that” as he says of Tom, before his 

career and family—all that has come with being a lover. Moreover, Foucault argues that “death 

is power’s limit…death becomes the most secret aspect of existence, the most ‘private’” (138), 

and certainly St. Peter’s suicide attempt could be understood to symbolize his desired reaction to 

heteronormativity. But like his temporary breaks with normative time, his release of life, of 

consciousness, is only temporary. His doing so during a time when he felt he was embodying his 

“original” self—before he was made socially visible by marrying Lillian and having children—

furthers this connection and suggests this otherwise odd narrative inclusion challenges the state-

sanctioned sequence of life events as perpetuated by such institutions as marriage, religion, and 

education.    

Lee Edelman’s larger argument in No Future centers on the assertion that “the Child has 

come to embody for us the telos of the social order and come to be seen as the one for whom that 

order is held in perpetual trust” (11). According to Edelman, the social order exists to preserve 

the Child and the future, and therefore, anything that thwarts “the collective reproduction of the 

Child must appear as a threat not only to the organization of a given social order but also, and far 

more ominously, to the social order as such, insofar as it threatens the logic of futurism on which 

meaning always depends” (11). The Professor’s House imagines alternative forms of 

reproduction and could be read to prefigure Edelman’s stance against reproductive futurism. St. 
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Peter’s ambivalence toward heterosexual reproduction is implied through the symbolism imbued 

in his garden, his relationship to Tom, and even his affection for Augusta’s busts—about which 

he says, “I never complained of them, Augusta. Perhaps of certain disappointments they recalled, 

or of cruel biological necessities they imply—but of them individually, never” (12-13)!  

After St. Peter’s first daughter is born, he’s hesitant to adapt to the social responsibilities 

of fatherhood and turns to gardening as a means of resolving his feelings toward family life: 

His walled-in garden had been the comfort of his life—and it was the one thing his 
neighbours held against him. He started to make it soon after the birth of his first 
daughter, when his wife began to be unreasonable about his spending so much time at the 
lake and on the tennis court. (Cather 5-6) 
 

There’s an obvious sense of irony that St. Peter thinks his wife is “unreasonable” in not wanting 

him to be away from home so much with the arrival of their first child. This could represent the 

masculinist position that it is primarily the mother’s responsibility to tend to the children, but I 

would argue it also suggests his general lack of interest in participating in domestic family life. 

This admission also invokes the social visibility that he comes to regret later in the text—the 

garden is the “one thing his neighbours held against him,” which would imply a social 

recognition of a certain wrongdoing or trespassing on the part of St. Peter in wanting such 

distance from his newborn child. That the garden “had been the comfort of his life” has 

interesting implications as well. “Had been” implies a beginning and an end, and therefore I 

would argue implicit in this statement is that the garden had been the comfort specifically of his 

family or domestic life. His family, by this point in the text, has already vacated to the new 

house. In a certain capacity, this qualification signals St. Peter’s spatial split from his family and 

spiritual/mental break from heteronormativity. He admits that now, he “knew he could not evade 

the unpleasant effects of change by tarrying among his autumn flowers,” acknowledging he had 

relied on his garden to offer him a way to “escape” the changes of married family life.  
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The symbolism of the garden itself reflects certain tensions within the text. While it does 

provide St. Peter a certain access to nature, it is also “walled-in,” reminding St. Peter that even 

this natural space is regulated by the parameters of domesticity. Furthermore, it is an English 

garden, presumably designed with inspiration from his time with the Thierault family. As such, it 

is “tidy” and full of “glistening gravel.” While it does have “a horse-chestnut,” “a row of slender 

Lombardy poplars,” “round-topped linden trees,” and “salmon-pink geraniums [that] dripped 

over the wall” (6), it also seems to represent a lack of generative possibility. Not only is it 

primarily created with gravel, but St. Peter’s landlord, Appelhoff, comments on its inability to 

bear fruit. He mockingly tells St. Peter that he, “don’t like dem trees what don’t bear not’ing,” 

thinking of the Professor’s “glistening, barren shrubs and the good ground wasted behind the 

stucco wall” (40). The queerness embodied in the garden comes not only from the trees that fail 

to bear fruit—suggesting St. Peter’s aversion to heterosexual reproduction—but also in what it 

does produce. St. Peter is able to grow dahlias like “no one else in Hamilton could grow,” 

signifying his propensity to perform the act of rearing outside the social structure of heterosexual 

reproduction. Unlike most plants that only have two homologous chromosomes, Dahlias are 

octopoloids, meaning they have eight sets of chromosomes. This unique trait results in a plant 

valued for its inherent multiplicity.   

Not only does St. Peter’s characterization in this earlier section in the text suggests his 

resistance to the social visibility of domestic family life and the requirement for heterosexual 

reproduction, but his odd relationship with Tom Outland could in a particular way represent a 

surrogate father-son relationship, offering a conduit through which St. Peter can navigate the 

social and private spaces of his identity. The Professor’s willingness to help Tom get into 

college, his support of Tom’s studies, and his general mentorship could certainly be understood 
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to represent a fatherly love. But this reading is interrupted by the apparent homoerotic desire 

intimated between the two men, as well as by Tom’s partial transition from a non-traditional way 

of life to his operating along more bourgeois modes of achievement, with his attending college, 

getting engaged, and starting his career. St. Peter even announces his opposition to any reference 

of Tom as his child. He tells Rosamond that, “Nothing hurts [him] so much as to have any 

member of [his] family talk as if [they] had done something fine for that young man, brought 

him out, produced him” (50). Yet he does at one moment recollect on the early years of having 

Tom’s in his home, and the language he uses does position Tom as one of his children: 

Sitting thus in his study, long afterward, St. Peter reflected that those first years, before 
Outland had done anything remarkable, were really the best of all. He liked to remember 
the charming groups of three he was always coming upon, —in the hammock swung 
between the linden-trees, in the window-seat, or before the dining-room fire. Oh, there 
had been fine times in this old house then: family festivals and hospitalities, little girls 
dancing in and out, Augusta coming and going, gay dresses hanging in his study at night, 
Christmas shopping and secrets and smothered laughter on the stairs. When a man had 
lovely children in his house, fragrant and happy, full of pretty fancies and generous 
impulses, why couldn't he keep them? Was there no way but Medea's, he wondered? 
(Cather 107) 
 

Here his memory situates Tom among his children, although oddly it casts Tom as younger than 

he presumably is at the time he’s introduced to the family—the “charming groups of three” 

playing on the “hammock” and “window-seat” evoke early childhood; this disparity could be 

indicative of Tom’s maturity that comes with attending college and beginning his own scientific 

work, but it could also represent Tom’s ability to traffic between temporalities and ages in that 

his specific age is ambiguous. Interestingly though, it is “before Outland had done anything 

remarkable,” that St. Peter considers to be the “best of all.” So it would seem that Tom’s 

apparent youthfulness in this memory is connected to his lack of productivity. Tom does do 

something remarkable when his work leads to the invention of the Outland vacuum, indicating 

the socially recognized transformation from childhood to manhood, at which point he fails to 
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occupy the same familial space as before. His proposal to Rosamond furthers his initiation into 

heteronormative manhood, and while the institution of marriage also almost solidifies Tom as St. 

Peter’s son (by law), Tom’s death disrupts this development, leaving his initiation into 

manhood—as defined by the state—partially unfulfilled. Tom’s ability to perform, even if only 

momentarily, as a surrogate son of St. Peter positions him as an alternative to the 

heteronormative reproduction of the Child. In other words, Tom intermittently represents a 

potentially queer Child. To be more specific, in a certain capacity, Tom represents a non-state 

sponsored existence: due to the circumstances around his birth, he has no known birthday and he 

has no biological or adopted parents. Until he meets the Professor in his garden, Tom hasn’t 

participated in the traditional coming-of-age experiences instituted by heteronormativity. 

Furthermore, he disrupts the familial balance of the St. Peter home by stimulating St. Peter’s 

homosocial desires. Lillian is said to be “fiercely jealous” of Tom (38), but in addition to being 

jealous of Tom’s companionship with her husband, I would argue her uneasiness around him 

could be perceived instead as her feeling threatened by Tom and what he represents. There’s the 

threat of Tom’s curious relationship with St. Peter, as well as the threat he poses to the life she 

values very much, which is also the life her husband continues to distance himself from.  

Along the lines of Edelman’s argument in No Future, the idea of the Child—which 

Edelman argues has been “historically constructed” as the “repository of variously 

sentimentalized cultural identifications” (10-11)—could be extended to other ideas that help 

drive and sustain nationalist agendas. While I understand Edelman’s argument doesn’t include a 

queer child (he argues for embracing queer negativity and the death drive5, which he suggests is 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5 According to Edelman, Lacan claimed that “the symbolic order is simultaneously non-being and insisting to be,” which coincides with work 
from Freud, who saw “the death instinct” as being what was “most fundamental in the process of being realized” (9). The idea came from the 
work Freud did with trauma patients and the desire to repeat or re-enact the event that caused the trauma. He posited that within the self is both 
the desire for life and the desire for death. But the gist is that within the social order, within the Symbolic, already exists this death drive. 
Edelman argues that queerness should embrace the death drive, and instead of ascribing to homonationalism and attempting to assimilate, and 
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what “the queer is called forth to figure in the social order: the negativity opposed to every form 

of social viability” [9]), I do think Tom’s position as a liminal, queer figure offers an alternative 

to Edelman’s radical position. While I also don’t intend to suggest that Cather was aware of the 

concept of a queer Child or intentionally characterized Tom to represent such, I do think he 

functions that way. Cather’s text, through its various constellations of queerness and crossings of 

time, space, and history, allow certain historical constructions—and their contradictions—to 

emerge. In doing so, The Professor’s House demonstrates the convivial relationship between 

heteronormativity and non-heteronormativity, in addition to inviting an expanded and nuanced 

understanding of modes of production and the values that are assigned to them.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
therefore instead of vying for positive association with the majority, (via homonormativity) Edelman wants to embrace the negativity that the 
queer has been burdened with by the social order.  
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Chapter 2 

“All the being and the doing, expansive, glittering, [and] vocal”: Queer (Repro) Productions  
in To the Lighthouse 

 

Life is not a series of gig lamps symmetrically arranged; life is a luminous halo, a semi-

transparent envelope surrounding us from the beginning of consciousness to the end. 

--Virginia Woolf, “Modern Fiction” 

Traditional readings of Mrs. Ramsay’s character tend to interpret her devotion to her 

family as sincere and characteristic of idealized womanhood during the late nineteenth century.6 

But located beneath and beside the mode of femininity displayed by Mrs. Ramsay are slippages 

that offer potential points for complicating such an assumption. Matt Franks argues in his work 

on queer generationality that only an oversimplified reading of Mrs. Ramsay could position her 

as a figure of the increasingly outdated Victorian era. Franks references Elizabeth Freeman’s 

notions of “temporal drag” to suggest the traces of Victorian womanhood in Mrs. Ramsay could 

be understood as a challenge to mainstream notions of “generational succession and progress” 

(15). Freeman’s concept of temporal drag “describes the queer practice of taking up discarded 

political strategies and cultural objects and using them in unpredictable and unfaithful ways, in 

order to resist narratives of progress by pulling them backward” (Franks 16). Franks examines 

the relationship between Mrs. Ramsay and the lighthouse, which he argues is a “ready-made 

symbol, asserting the persistent dominance of the phallus and regularized watchfulness of the 

panopticon in one emblem” (16). He notes how her reaction to the “yellow eye” both depicts her 

submission to it and its surveillance as well as her subversion of submissiveness as her fantasy 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 Mrs. Ramsay is generally recognized as representative of the Victorian ideal of womanhood, as represented in Coventry Patmoore’s 1854 poem, 
“Angel in the House.” 
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becomes masturbatory (Franks 16).  Mrs. Ramsay describes the beam as, “her own eyes meeting 

her own eyes” to which she feels an “irrational tenderness” and then finally, “there curled up off 

the floor of the mind, rose form the lake of one’s being, a mist, a bride to meet her lover” (66-

67). In acknowledging the phallic qualities of the beam and the lighthouse itself, Franks reads 

this scene as Mrs. Ramsay “[exceeding] and [‘dragging’] on the linearity and heterosexuality of 

the lighthouse’s beam,” and suggests the scene represents a “distinctly autoerotic and lesbian 

desire” (16). I agree with Franks’ analysis and discussion of temporal drag—to read Mrs. 

Ramsay as fundamentally Victorian flattens her complexity and ignores the moments in the text 

that contradict such a reading. However, I would like to extend the ways in which we think about 

how “discarded political strategies and cultural objects” can be taken up and used in 

“unpredictable and unfaithful ways.” Franks’ argument is supported by his analysis of Mrs. 

Ramsay’s autoerotic relationship with the lighthouse; I’m interested in another, subtler example 

of her “unpredictable” and “unfaithful” depiction of Victorian femininity. I’m interested in 

interrogating Mrs. Ramsay’s performance of the Victorian ideal of womanhood that evokes the 

artificial and the theatrical—her exaggerated scenes and hyperbolized sensibilities—that I would 

argue approaches the queer aesthetic of Camp.  

Although Ramsay’s performance could be read through the lens of Judith Butler’s work 

on performance, I find recent work in camp theory more helpful in opening Mrs. Ramsay’s 

character up to a more dynamic understanding. In “’Who’s that Girl?’ Annie Lennox, Woolf’s 

Orlando, and Female Camp Androgyny,” George Piggford argues that Butler’s theory “often 

seems ahistorical and, particularly in the case of Gender Trouble, uninterested in cultural 

specificity” (Cleto 284). Piggford contends that camp theory, on the other hand, “relies heavily 

on an understanding of context in order for a performer or author to communicate his/her attitude 
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toward gender to a viewer or a reader” (284). His chapter explores the existence of a “specific 

female tradition of camp,” and though he suggests that the central figure is what he calls the 

“female androgyne” (a concept Woolf would likely have resisted), he notes that women who 

employ a camp sensibility are engaging in a “code of appearance and behavior that mocks and 

ironizes gender norms in order to undermine the gender assumption of their specific cultures” 

(284). He goes on to say that camp theory serves as a useful addition to Butler’s work on gender 

in that reading a performance or text through camp “allows for an examination of gender in 

particular historical and cultural contexts” (283), which I find important in considering Mrs. 

Ramsay’s performance of purportedly Victorian ideals of womanhood.  

While Mrs. Ramsay may not directly resist her responsibilities, the allusions to theater in 

regard to her domestic role suggest a certain “unfaithfulness” to the cultural expectations of 

Victorian domesticity. Mrs. Ramsay is a devoted wife and mother, and she takes that 

responsibility seriously. But she also intimates a certain awareness that her role requires a 

performance, and specifically a dramatic suppression of her wants in support of others’ wants. In 

the following short excerpt, we see the seriousness with which Mrs. Ramsay approaches 

motherhood (in her consideration of how the letdown of not going to the lighthouse will affect 

James) and the physical and mental labor it requires of her.  Moreover, she seems to recognize 

that her role as a mother involves a kind of production. 

For this reason, it was so important what one said, and what one did, and it was a relief 
when they went to bed. For now she need not think about anybody. She could be herself, 
by herself. And that was what now she often felt the need of—to think; well, not even to 
think. To be silent; to be alone. All the being and the doing, expansive, glittering, vocal, 
evaporated; and one shrunk, with a sense of solemnity, to being oneself, a wedge-shaped 
core of darkness, something invisible to others. (Woolf 62) 
 

This scene depicts the quintessential mother caring for the well-being of her child. But what 

shouldn’t go unnoticed is the physicality of the episode. On the one hand, her desire to “be 
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herself, by herself” suggests a want of autonomy from family and the obligations inherent in 

marriage and motherhood. But additionally, the language in the last line evokes imagery that 

could be found to depict a scene backstage at a theater— “all the being” and all the “doing” 

that’s required of an actor is reflected in how Mrs. Ramsay is describing motherhood. She 

describes herself as an actress playing a part, “glittering” as one might in a costume, “expanding” 

as one might with a particular part or character. That she explicitly acknowledges her 

performance is “vocal” implies an audience. And all this evaporates when she is metaphorically 

backstage, away from that audience—her family. 

The allusion to theater is subtle but significant, and becomes more illuminating when 

considered alongside the fact that the institution of marriage itself is arguably contingent upon an 

extended performance. In The Wedding Complex, Elizabeth Freeman traces the historical and 

etymological foundation of weddings and “wedding” and notes that the etymology of “wedlock” 

is “pledging by playing,” or, “making a promise by means of collective embodied performances” 

(xiii). The marriage and couplehood of Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay, understood alongside Freeman, is 

then determined and maintained only through a series of performances. In “Notes on Camp,” 

Sontag lists out attributes belonging to and characteristic of Camp and notes that, “to perceive 

Camp in objects and persons is to understand Being-as-Playing-a-Role” (n.p.). Freeman’s 

historical research reveals the institution of marriage as an artificial construction maintained not 

by any essential or concrete bond but by an agreement to role-play. Taking Freeman’s argument 

into account alongside Sontag’s work on Camp, Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay become an imaginary 

construct, their union held together only by a promise to keep up their parts. The very identity of 

Mrs. Ramsay as a wife and mother is predicated on a series of performances. Woolf offers 

particular ways of naming within the text that appear open to examination. Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay 
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exist in the text only as Mr. and Mrs., visually and quite literally suggesting their identity is 

defined by their state-sanctioned couplehood. At no point in the text does the narration offer their 

first names, nor does it offer the maiden name of Mrs. Ramsay. The Ramsays’ ontology is 

contingent upon their embodiment of the role of husband and wife. When her children are in bed, 

Mrs. Ramsay “shrinks” down, out of character and out of costume, down to herself, which she 

interestingly describes as a “wedge-shaped core of darkness” that’s “invisible to others.” This 

last sentence suggests the visibility granted to those who participate in heteronormativity, such as 

those who marry and have children. On the other hand, her embodying a “wedge-shaped core of 

darkness” renders her invisible, affording her a certain freedom in which “[she] could go 

anywhere, for no one saw [her]” (62). This moment suggests a desire on Mrs. Ramsay’s behalf to 

distance herself from her family. She notes that, “Not as oneself did one find rest ever, in her 

experience but as a wedge of darkness” (63). Only by becoming socially invisible by stepping 

out of her social role as wife and mother can she find rest, which coincides with Sontag’s 

contention that within Camp, to be requires playing a role. When she’s not in character, she 

ceases to exist (within heteronormative society), which while it renders her invisible it also 

renders her free.  

A highly-regarded virtue of the Victorian ideal was the wife’s devotion to her husband, 

which Mrs. Ramsay certainly demonstrates. However, her exaggerated depiction of and the 

physical exhaustion that ensues from her devotion pushes past a definitively sincere reading. Mr. 

Ramsay repeatedly demands sympathy from his wife, the effect of which is severe physical 

exhaustion for her: “Mrs. Ramsay seemed to fold herself together, one petal closed in another, 

and the whole fabric fell in exhaustion upon itself, so that she had only strength enough to move 

her finger, in exquisite abandonment to exhaustion, across the page of Grimm’s fairy story” (38). 
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In Queer Bloomsbury, George Piggford’s essay “Camp Sites” explains the relationship between 

the Bloomsbury group and Victorian culture and notes the capacity for members of the 

Bloomsbury group such as Woolf to find the “faults and fissures [of Victorian culture] and to 

attack its pretension and sententiousness” (65). He notes their use of irony and camp in their 

biographical texts and associates these stylistic modes with “over-the-top imitation of the 

Victorian biographical voice” (71). Although To the Lighthouse isn’t among Woolf’s 

biographical texts (though some scholars do argue it’s partially autobiographical), I find 

Piggford’s analysis of camp and its employment among Bloomsbury writers helpful in reading 

this scene. Mrs. Ramsay’s exaggerated “folding” in on herself after having to inflate her 

husband’s ego indicates the absurdity of the patriarchal system that demands such delicate 

handling and criticizes how the Victorian ideal sententiously burdens women with such 

ridiculous requests. This scene also indicates the violence underlying such a system—Mr. 

Ramsay’s solicitation is essentially a rape scene in which he holds Mrs. Ramsay nearly against 

her will with his “beak of brass, the arid scimitar” that he “mercilessly” “plunged and smote, 

demanding sympathy” (38). Mr. Ramsay penetrates his wife’s “delicious fecundity” with the 

phallic “scimitar,” “plunging” into her and ostensibly injuring her as he “smites.” What 

complicates this interpretation is Mrs. Ramsay’s acquiescence to her husband; she doesn’t 

actually resist, but she does suffer severe bodily exhaustion. Though she may not directly hold 

Mr. Ramsay accountable for her bodily collapse, reading this scene in terms of camp affords an 

implicit criticism of this exchange between husband and wife to emerge. We see both an over-

the-top display of masculine dominance and control over the female body as well as Mrs. 

Ramsay’s exaggerated sense of “fecundity,” which she allows her husband to consume despite 

the physical consequences of such a transaction. 
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Furthermore, she notes feeling a “disagreeable sensation” after Mr. Ramsay has been 

“filled with her words, like a child who drops off satisfied” (38-39), and that it bothered her 

when he depended on her because, “[people] must know that of the two he was infinitely the 

more important” since “what she gave the world, in comparison with what he gave, negligible” 

(39). I think we can read a degree of irony in Mrs. Ramsay’s statement. Mr. Ramsay lives in his 

mind. He’s frequently quoting broken off excerpts from philosophers and compares human 

thought to the 26 letters of the alphabet (he’s obsessed with reaching the letter R), indicating his 

linear way of thinking. On the other hand, Mrs. Ramsay not only holds the house and hearth 

together, she’s responsible for her husband’s ability to continue operating as the male head of the 

household. Therefore, it’s unlikely that Mrs. Ramsay should be of the mindset that what she 

offers is “negligible” compared to what he offers. Even by pressing on the point that she’s 

convinced her worth to the world is insignificant (versus the small, privatized space of the home 

where her value is more evident), irony is still noticeable. While Mr. Ramsay is primarily stuck 

in his own head, Mrs. Ramsay is the driving force behind her family and her social circle. Her 

expression of feeling insignificant, in other words, directly contradicts not only what the text 

shows, but what she herself seems to realize. 

Likewise, as Mr. Ramsay walks away after being “satisfied” by her, she describes them 

as being enveloped by an invisible “pulse,” which simultaneously suggests a desire to express 

their intimate bond but also indicates the irony inherent in such an arrangement. Their intimate 

bond, the “pulse” that seemed to “enclose her and her husband, and to give to each that solace 

which two different notes, one high, one low, struck together, seem to give each other as they 

combine” (38-39), is predicated on violence to the wife’s body. The sentiment behind their 
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becoming one evokes the metaphysical poetry of someone like John Donne, whose poetry often 

suggests literal and figurative violence against women.  

Reading camp and irony in these moments affords a certain criticism of the political 

system’s oppressive expectations of Victorian women; it also offers an interesting subversion of 

power. In the exchange between Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay, the power of the phallus is disconnected 

from the male and associated instead with the female: 

There [Mr. Ramsay] stood, demanding sympathy. Mrs. Ramsay, who had been sitting 
loosely, folding her son in her arm, braced herself, and, half turning, seemed to raise 
herself with an effort, and at once to pour erect into the air a rain of energy, a column of 
spray, looking at the same time animated and alive as if all her energies were being fused 
into force, burning and illuminating, and into this delicious fecundity, this fountain and 
spray of life, the fatal sterility of the male plunged itself, like a beak of brass, barren and 
bare…it was sympathy he wanted…to have his senses restored to him, his barrenness 
made fertile. (37) 
 

This sequence verges on cross-gendered role reversal in that it is Mrs. Ramsay who is “erect” 

and Mrs. Ramsay who possesses a “rain of energy” and “column of spray,” while Mr. Ramsay is 

the one who receives this “delicious fecundity,” suggesting Mrs. Ramsay takes on the male role. 

But it would be a mistake to say that Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay switch sexual roles here. It is still, 

after all, the male who “plunges” himself into the “delicious fecundity,” and therefore it’s still 

Mrs. Ramsay and her “column of spray” being penetrated by the “fatal sterility of the male.” So 

then, this scene seems to imply, to visit for a moment Freud’s concept of phallus, that the power 

of the phallus is transferred here from the male body parts as signifier to the female. Power is 

displaced from the position of the masculine and refracted in what Matt Franks refers to as a 

depiction of a “male-male” oral sex act, in that “Mrs. Ramsay inseminates her husband in a non-

procreative, perversely queer sex act that exceeds her maternal role in reproductive futurism and 

uncouples sex from reproduction” (Franks 16). Mrs. Ramsay’s allegiance to Victorian 
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womanhood is thus queered multiple times over and her performance—viewed from this 

multifaceted perspective—becomes rather politically charged.  

Mr. Ramsay’s demand of sympathy illustrates the emotional and physical violations to 

women under patriarchal dominance.  Interestingly, despite Mr. Ramsay being in a dominant 

position, he complains of feeling like a failure on several occasions. It’s because of his insecurity 

that he insists his wife provide him with sympathy. After she’s let him plunge himself into her 

“spray of life,” he feels “restored” and “renewed,” implying the male ego is contingent upon its 

capacity to yield from others. Daryl Ogden takes up the issue of Mr. Ramsay’s obsession with 

sympathy in his chapter, “Sigmund Freud, Virginia Woolf, and the Modern Female Spectator,” 

from his book The Language of the Eyes. He points out Hume’s work on sympathy and suggests 

Mr. Ramsay’s preoccupation with Hume (and the story of Hume being stuck in a bog [Woolf 

68]) can inform his desire for sympathy. Along Humean lines, Mr. Ramsay’s desire should be 

masochistic, but as Woolf depicts it, it is more sadistic in its forceful and oppressive nature. 

Ogden references Laura Hinton’s The Perverse Gaze of Sympathy and her argument that 

“sympathy, of necessity, requires the objectified distancing of one human subject from another 

that functions, in effect, like both ‘masculine’ sadism and scopophilia” (Ogden 193). But why 

and how does sympathy relate to patriarchy more generally and how does any of this relate to 

sadism and/or scopophilia? To put it another way, why would Woolf depict sympathy as that 

which Mr. Ramsay demands, rather than say, overt submission and obedience—two 

characteristics more often affiliated with the oppressive nature of patriarchy and empire? To 

return for a moment to the lighthouse, Franks posits the reason Mrs. Ramsay is so often read as a 

figure of Victorian womanhood is due in part to her “submission to the hetero-masculine 

sexuality” symbolized by the beam of the lighthouse. The beam is described as “a yellow eye,” 
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and as Franks suggests, it is, “[the] embodiment of the masculine gaze and patriarchal 

surveillance” (16). If sympathy functions along the lines of scopophilia, then sympathy is 

another representation of patriarchal surveillance. This scene, therefore, challenges the power 

dynamics between genders, but at the same time, in Mrs. Ramsay’s offering of her “erect rain of 

energy” to Mr. Ramsay, demonstrates the difficulty in subverting such hierarchical power 

structures. 

Franks argues that Mrs. Ramsay’s “dragging” on temporality and her uncoupling of sex 

from reproduction establish her queer generationality. He also considers the relationship between 

her and Lily to be both queer and generational (15). I will examine the “queer” relationship 

between the two women shortly, but I’d also like to examine other generational configurations 

and how they might also “drag” on temporality and/or uncouple sex from reproduction. The 

relationship between Lily and Mr. Bankes, for example, suggests a surrogate father-daughter 

relationship, or even perhaps, an attempt to represent “intellectual reproduction,” in that they 

mirror similarly queer thoughts in relation to heteronormativity. Mr. Bankes, for example, echoes 

Lily’s dependence on work in lieu of family life, about which he thinks: “How trifling it all is, 

how boring it all is he thought, compared with the other thing—work...The truth was that he did 

not enjoy family life. It was in this sort of state that one asked oneself, What does one live for? 

Why, one asked oneself, does one take all these pains for the human race to go on? Is it so very 

desirable?” (89). It’s in this same section that Lily aligns herself with Mr. Bankes. Upon 

wondering if people should pity “poor Mr. Bankes,” she decides that “No” he doesn’t warrant 

pity because, “he has his work,” and remembering that, she also remembers that she too, has hers 

(84). Not only do they share a non-traditional opinion of family life, but that Lily also 

participates in this sort of thinking suggests Woolf’s effort to distance her female character from 
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“the threat of reproduction symbolized by the female corporeal” (Kingsley n.p.). Furthermore, 

their “kinship” is uncoupled from sex and instead is established vis-à-vis their resistance to 

heterosexual reproduction. Mr. Bankes concludes his series of rhetorical questions by asking 

himself, “Are we attractive as a species?” to which he replies, “Not so very, he thought, looking 

at those rather untidy boys” (89). He makes this judgment while looking at Mrs. Ramsay’s sons, 

which would suggest this moment operates as an attack or critique on patriarchy and the 

perpetuation of male lineage/genealogy.  

Interestingly, even James, the son of Mr. Ramsay and the likely inheritor of his 

patriarchal ideologies demonstrates a certain hostility toward his father and masculinity more 

generally. In the opening scene, after Mr. Ramsay shatter’s James’s hopes of going to the 

lighthouse, the narrator states that, “Had there been an axe handy, or a poker, any weapon that 

would have gashed a hole in his father’s breast and killed him, there and then, James would have 

seized it” (4). This shocking glimpse into the child mind of James on the second page of the 

novel is dismissed with the acknowledgment that, “such were the extremes of emotion that Mr. 

Ramsay excited in his children’s breast” (4). But this disturbing image is repeated several times 

in the text, revealing James’s ambivalent feelings towards his father. In the scene that I’ve 

already discussed, in which Mrs. Ramsay offers her “rain of energy,” James is said to be: 

Standing between her knees, very stiff, [where he] felt all her strength flaring up to be 
drunk and quenched by the beak of brass, the arid scimitar of the male, which smote 
mercilessly, again and again, demanding sympathy. (Woolf 38).  
 

The imagery of James standing “very stiff” between his mother’s knees suggests the legacy he is 

bound to inherit—that of the father, the patriarch, the “arid scimitar of the male” phallus. This 

small glimpse we get of his perception is ambiguous however. Though his father’s actions are 

described as “merciless,” his mother’s vitality is both “drunk” and “quenched,” implying the 
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transaction is both exhausting and satisfying for her. This of course might be true, in that Mrs. 

Ramsay is masochistically satisfying her husband and herself, but in terms of how James is 

understanding this scene between his parents, there seems to be both a recognition of the 

violence of the male phallus and an acceptance of it. James’s suspicion of masculinity develops 

over the novel and by the end, he seems more aware of the power structures and injustices that 

are inherent in masculinity: 

He had always kept this old symbol of taking a knife and striking his father to the heart. 
Only now, as he grew older, and sat staring at his father in an impotent rage, it was not 
him, that old man reading, whom he wanted to kill, but it was the thing that descended on 
him—without his knowing it perhaps: that fierce sudden black-winged harpy, with its 
talons and its beak, all cold and hard, that struck and struck at you…that he would 
kill…that he would track down and stamp out—tyranny, despotism he called it—making 
people do what they did not want to do. (Woolf 184) 
 

Similar to the “arid scimitar” from earlier that plunged into his mother, here masculinity has 

“talons” and a “beak,” “cold and hard,” that, like it does to Mrs. Ramsay, “strikes and strikes” 

repeatedly (184). The narrator indicates that it’s not Mr. Ramsay per se that James now desires to 

kill, but the cultural construction of masculinity that has “descended on him—without his 

knowing it, perhaps.” The ambiguous use of pronouns (“him,” “he,” and “his”) conflates James 

with Mr. Ramsay, suggesting perhaps their characters could symbolize men more generally. This 

description of masculinity is complicated rather significantly, however, by the narrator 

suggesting that what descends on men is a “black-winged harpy,” which would indicate that it’s 

a woman, or at least part of a woman that is responsible for his father’s disposition. But the 

association with “tyranny” and “despotism” seems too closely related to patriarchy and 

oppressive male dominance to insist that women are solely responsible. It is plausible, however, 

that James sees women as part of what makes men tyrannical. Consider for a moment the earlier 

scene in which Mrs. Ramsay is both “quenched” by and “drunk from” Mr. Ramsay; perhaps in 
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James’ young mind he associates something about the female body with that which makes his 

father tyrannical, “making people do what they did not want to do.” I’d argue that what’s 

actually being criticized is heteronormativity and heterosexuality—the system responsible for 

gender norms and expectations and the means for perpetuating such. He’s concerned about what 

is “descended,” of that which descends, suggesting heterosexual reproduction and the inheritance 

of a legacy to one’s descendants. This he says, he will “track down and stamp out.” As the son of 

this particular patriarch, he exhibits a queer relation to the power vested within his own lineage. 

In Time Binds, Freeman discusses the “legacy of inheritance,” which she explains as the familial 

and collective legacy from which a group will draw a properly political future (5); it would seem 

that James challenges the notion of legacy propagated by patriarchal ideology and in so doing, 

recalls modes of queerness, which can also be see in Mr. Bankes and Lily. 

The journey to the lighthouse offers perspectives from both James and Cam, who each 

address the failings of having a social order so defined and determined by gender and sexuality. 

James addresses the implications associated with heterosexuality whereas Cam speaks to the 

harm done to women by systematically conceiving of them as inferior and dependent on men. 

Cam seems aware of the fallacy of such a system, yet admits her tendency to participate: “for she 

thought, looking at James who kept his eyes dispassionately on the sail, or glanced now and then 

for a second at the horizon, you’re not exposed to this, to this pressure and division of feeling, 

this extraordinary temptation” (169). In a manner that could be described as sexual desire, Cam 

notes that, “no one attracted her more; his hands were beautiful, and his feet, and his voice, and 

his words, and his haste, and his temper, and his oddity, and his passion, and his saying straight 

out before everyone, we perish each alone, and his remoteness” (169). Although she admits his 

insistence that she “submit to [him]” (which again, could certainly be interpreted as being 
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sexual) is “intolerable,” she nevertheless feels this attraction, which I would argue could be 

extended to her attraction to masculinity in general, rather than literally being attracted to her 

father. Furthermore, she mirrors the same sense of reliance upon him and what he represents as a 

male as Mrs. Ramsay does earlier. Looking at Mr. Ramsay in the boat, “reading the little book 

with his legs curled,” she imagines herself on a sinking ship, where “she was safe, while he sat 

there” (190); this scene is reminiscent of Mrs. Ramsay thinking about her husband talking about 

square roots and Voltaire and Madame de Stael and her admitting that “this admirable fabric” of 

the “masculine intelligence” was something “she let uphold her and sustain her,” something that 

“she could trust herself to it utterly” (105-106). Whereas James seems insistent upon “track[ing] 

down and stamp[ing] out” the oppressive and burdensome forces of masculinity and 

heterosexuality, Cam has a harder time negotiating her feelings. She recognizes her conflicting 

emotions, or as she notes, the “division of feeling,” yet simultaneously gives in to the illusion 

that masculinity protects and upholds women.  

Each of these characters, to be sure, exhibits an ambivalence towards the “iron girders” of 

gender norms and the tyrannical nature of patriarchy. James, for all his suspicion and refusal to 

submit to his father’s orders, is after all, the one leading his family to the lighthouse. And once it 

comes into view, he admits, “It satisfied him. It confirmed some obscure feeling of his about his 

own character” (203). The extent of Woolf’s intentions here is left ambiguous. James 

acknowledges earlier on their trip that the lighthouse of his childhood was a “silvery, misty-

looking tower with a yellow eye,” whereas in reality it was “stark and straight,” and “barred with 

black and white” (186). He notes that both lighthouses were “true,” for “nothing was simply one 

thing,” but the implication of the comparison suggests the “silvery” obscure lighthouse of his 

childhood was partly an illusion, an idealization of young naivety. This implies James’s 
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childhood perception of the patriarchal authority—symbolized by the lighthouse—was 

presumably idealized as well. As a young man, the image is much less magnanimous. He now 

aligns his younger perception of the lighthouse to the “old ladies” who would drag their chairs 

out on the lawn saying, “how nice it was and how sweet it was and how they ought to be so 

proud,” when in reality it was not all that nice or sweet or deserving of pride; in reality, “it’s like 

that”—a “stark tower on a bare rock” (203). In a certain capacity, he reinforces traditional gender 

binaries by aligning his childhood self to the old ladies and his older self with his father, with 

whom he says he shared a certain knowledge with, although it’s unclear what that is exactly 

(203). Interestingly, he also aligns himself with his mother in this moment—despite feeling like 

the lighthouse was less impressive than his childhood imagination had fantasized, he admits it 

“satisfied” him, like it satisfied Mrs. Ramsay during her autoerotic episode. Despite their 

disillusionment, neither character is able to fully resist the allure of heteronormativity as it’s 

represented by the lighthouse and Mr. Ramsay.  

However, James and Cam both individually and as a familial unit occupy a queer 

generationality which pushes it beyond questions of whether they successfully resist or reify 

heteronormative social orders. When Lily sees them the morning they leave with Mr. Ramsay for 

the lighthouse she is disappointed in seeing them as a “lagging, melancholy couple” (154). This 

is partially disappointing to her because Lily hopes they will, as the representation of 

heteronormative generationality, make up for what she lacks. And they continue to disrupt or 

disobey the expectations as offspring of quintessential heteronormative lineage. As they make 

their way to the shore, they continue to position themselves away from their father and his 

quest—driven by his male desire for linearity and conquest—in reaction against the oppressive 

force with which Mr. Ramsay coerced their participation: “He had made them come…He had 
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forced them to come against their wills. All the way down to the beach they had lagged behind 

together” (162-163). Their behavior that follows could potentially be read as an example of 

Heather Love’s notion of melancholia, in that they are momentarily turning their backs on the 

future in lieu of remaining in the present. But their movements in this scene can also be 

understood as them taking up the political and social strategy of temporal drag, as they “lagged 

behind together,” and then, through the manipulation and queering of the language and rhetoric 

typically performed during a marriage ceremony, they continue to disrupt the temporality of 

heteronormative, masculinist, renderings of time and space: 

Their heads were bent down, their heads were pressed down by some remorseless gale. 
Speak to him they could not. They must come; they must follow. They must walk behind 
him carrying brown paper parcels. But they vowed, in silence, as they walked, to stand by 
each other and carry out the great compact—to resist tyranny to the death…And they 
hoped it would be calm. They hoped he would be thwarted. They hoped the whole 
expedition would fail, and they would have to put back, with their parcels, to the beach. 
(163).  
 

Although they aren’t using outdated political strategies in the way that Freeman argues can be 

used as resistance to forward progress, her concept of temporal drag is useful in considering the 

implications of this scene. The rhetoric alludes to the cultural practice of a marriage ceremony, 

but one that’s been disconnected from its traditional, proper role as a mode of perpetuating 

patriarchal control. Rather than eliding the oppressive forces implicit in marriage, their “drag” 

performance of a marital ceremony brings such forces into focus. Their heads, “bent down” as if 

in prayer are in fact being “pressed down” by the “remorseless gale” of the system of power that 

gives Mr. Ramsay his sense of right to dominance—the same system of power that perpetuates 

the social and economic need for marriage. They make a silent vow to each other to resist their 

father’s tyranny as a bride and groom vow their union “to the death” do they part. Interestingly, 

their parody of a wedding ceremony is underscored by their reliance on “hope,” a characteristic 
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of Mrs. Ramsay that Mr. Ramsay refers to as “irrational” earlier in the text (31).  Not only is a 

performance of heteronormativity being parodied, but the feminine-aligned quality of “hope” 

becomes a tool to wield against the masculine-aligned system of oppression and dominance 

symbolized in marriage.  

The journey of Cam, James, the Macalisters, and Mr. Ramsay functions as a liminal 

space, where, lingering in the waters and the mist, both Cam and James question their alliance to 

the empire and patriarchy that Mr. Ramsay embodies. But they both, in their own way, end up 

not only submitting to Mr. Ramsay’s order to come along on the trip, they also both “[rise] to 

follow him” once they arrive at the lighthouse. This scene seems to imply that they, in continuing 

to “take part in these rites,” not only perpetuate the myth of adventure as a masculine, linear 

pursuit, but they symbolically experience the rite of passage to adulthood, adulthood which is 

constructed with the “iron girders” of patriarchy and empire. Even more, they both continually 

question whether their participation in this male fantasy will end in their death, but still continue 

on (205). 

 To the Lighthouse demonstrates the pressures of being a man and the pressures of being a 

woman, but it also demonstrates the irreducibility of identity along gender lines. Lily certainly is 

not immune to the ambivalence of feeling, as she puts it, “violently two opposite things at the 

same time” (102). Critics have argued Lily is autobiographically very similar to Woolf; when I 

first encountered her character, I thought she was perhaps a double for Mrs. Ramsay, choosing 

her painting over a husband and family and challenging even artistic definitions by insisting on 

her avant-garde artistic form. Moreover, she compares herself to Paul and notes that while he is 

“bound for adventure,” she is “moored to the shore; he, launched, incautious; she, solitary, left 

out” (101). This could be understood as an example of Lily’s same sex desire in that she wants to 
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be the one to rescue Minta’s brooch, but underscoring any sexual desire, is her mutual desire to 

be “included among the sailors and adventurers” (102). She seems to occupy a cross-gendered 

space, fantasizing about male adventures and sexual conquests. But her potential to occupy that 

space is quickly complicated by her obsession with Mrs. Ramsay—yes, she insists on 

incorporating expressionist elements into her work, but the subject matter of her abstract art is a 

woman (who at first glance seems the essence of Victorian values) and her son. But her desire to 

capture what she sees in Mrs. Ramsay and James doesn’t cancel out her position as a more 

modern woman, or her identification as a queer figure, for that matter. I would suggest Lily is 

experiencing a form of melancholia, or a sense of ambivalence about the past and the future, as 

experienced by queer subjects (Love 5-6). Heather Love’s Feeling Backward positions 

modernism as being marked by a temporal splitting, meaning an ambivalent desire to both “make 

it new” while grappling with the old (6). Whereas Mrs. Ramsay performs “temporal drag,” Lily 

struggles with her desire to separate herself from the old, specifically the outdated identity of the 

Victorian woman, which, as she recognizes in Mrs. Ramsay always “had something” (85). I 

would argue that in her desire to capture the “glow” of Mrs. Ramsay and James exists her desire 

to capture the potential of heterosexual reproduction and generationality—that “something” she 

cannot quite articulate.  

Matt Franks has described Lily’s affection for Mrs. Ramsay as lesbian desire, but as Lily 

says, “No, that was not true.” Perhaps there is desire, but I would argue it is more than, or 

different from, same-sex sexual desire. She is drawn to something about Mrs. Ramsay, though 

she can’t fully articulate the feelings she has toward her. Rather than read her affection as only 

sexual desire, I’d like to suggest her confused feelings are a product of her equally confused 

feelings toward normativity more generally: 
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…As she began to paint, there forced themselves upon her other things, her own 
inadequacy, her insignificance, keeping house for her father off the Brompton Road, and 
had much ado to control her impulse to fling herself (thank Heaven she had always 
resisted so far) at Mrs. Ramsay’s knee and say to her—but what could one say to her? 
“I’m in love with you?” No that was not true. “I’m in love with this all,” waving her hand 
at the hedge, at the house, at the children. It was absurd, it was impossible. (Woolf 19) 
 

In her chapter, “Queer Feelings,” Sara Ahmed traces the ways social norms become affective 

over time, and notes that, “It is important to consider how heterosexuality functions powerfully 

not simply as a series of norms and ideals, but also through emotions that shape bodies as well as 

worlds” (Ahmed 313). She continues to argue that: 

Hetero/norms are investments, which are ‘taken on’ and ‘taken in’ by subjects. The 
everydayness of compulsory heterosexuality is also its affectiveness, wrapped up as it is 
with moments of ceremony (birth, marriage, death) that bind families together, and with 
the ongoing investment in the sentimentality of friendship and romance. (Ahmed 313) 

 

What is it about “this all”—the “hedge,” the “house,” the “children” that Lily is in love with after 

all? She is glad not to marry (102), yet her feelings of “insignificance” and “inadequacy” surface 

when she sits down to paint an image of heteronormative veneration. I suggest that her impulses 

towards Mrs. Ramsay and what she embodies as a maternal, feminine figure are manifestations 

of the ineffable emotions brought about by Lily’s conflicted “investments” in and 

“sentimentality” for heterosexuality. Just as quickly as she considers flinging herself at Mrs. 

Ramsay’s knee, she at once dismisses her identification with heteronormative society by 

admitting, “it was absurd, it was impossible.” In this contemplative moment, Lily is 

demonstrating the very affective crisis that heteronormativity can produce in those who don’t 

conform to such norms. It also suggests her obsessive desire to complete her painting—this 

reproduction of the social reality she is outside of—is a desire to reconcile her ambivalence. The 

painting, in other words, produces for Lily an opportunity for self-realization vis-à-vis 
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mechanical repetitions: through the act of painting, she can negotiate her feelings toward 

normativity and her resistance to it.  

Elissa Marder’s describes maternal function as “the modes of mechanical repetition [that 

are] a critical part of the development of the subject” (251). For Lily, the method of painting 

performs the maternal function in that it’s through the mode of revision that she comes to accept 

her position as outside of normative society and beyond the male/female binary. But 

additionally, the painting allows her to negotiate her feelings toward not only herself but society 

more generally in its marked bifurcations and gender expectations. Erin M. Kingsley has pointed 

out that Woolf was especially aware of the “battle over the woman’s body,” and in particular, the 

1920s-marked obsession with “reproductive control and power” (n.p.). In her article, “Bloodless 

Birth: Reproduction and the Masculine Mind in Virginia Woolf's A Room of One's Own,” 

Kingsley discusses the notion of “intellectual births” and argues that works such as A Room of 

One’s Own intentionally attempt to disassociate women from the corporeal potential for 

reproduction (Kingsley n.p.). According to Kingsley, Woolf instead depicts “intellectual births,” 

positioning a creative energy in the intellectual rather than the corporeal, thus disrupting the 

male/intellectual and female/corporeal binaries. However, Kingsley argues that despite the 

feminist intentions of Woolf’s A Room of One’s Own, Woolf nevertheless “aligns herself with 

the sphere of masculinity and of empire” (n.p.) by deemphasizing power derived from 

distinctively female domains, such as motherhood and childbirth. In her attempt to subvert 

patriarchy, Kingsley sees Woolf as always already perpetuating it as a result of positioning 

power in the realm of the masculine “mind” over the female “body.” In other words, for Woolf 

to only portray “intellectual births” rather than locating power in physical births, she is 

inadvertently disempowering women and continuing to empower men. Most problematic in 
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arguments such as Kingsley’s is that they rest on the sexual and gender binary. I find rather that 

To the Lighthouse unbinds such dichotomies in favor of gender as having much more 

multiplicity. It is perhaps suspect that the only character who gives birth during the course of To 

the Lighthouse is Prue, who dies due to “some illness connected with childbirth” (132). 

Nevertheless, I’d like to challenge Kingsley’s assessment by extending her concept of 

intellectual births to Lily’s painting, which I’d argue blends both intellectual and corporeal 

faculties.  

Lily labors over the painting throughout the novel, making repeated revisions in her 

struggle to capture that which evades easy articulation. By describing her artistic process via 

language that mirrors childbirth, Lily’s character explicitly links her creative production to the 

act of physical birth, but in her recursive attempts and their asynchronous temporality, her 

particular production queers the heterosexual normative telos. Furthermore, the self-revelatory 

process of painting suggests a symbiotically generative energy in her specific form of 

production. Not only is she figuratively “birthing” a reproduction of the mind by painting her 

vision of Mrs. Ramsay and James, she’s also experiencing the physical, embodied struggle of her 

own gestation. She contemplates questions about her identity—as a woman and as an artist—and 

tries to reconcile the tensions she feels about both.  

Lily’s position at the margins of normative society is established early in the text: Mrs. 

Ramsay considers the fact that Lily will never marry, as no one “could take her painting very 

seriously” (17), and Lily herself admits feeling “inadequate” and “insignificant” (19). In some 

ways, Lily is a foil to Mrs. Ramsay, who is portrayed as the epitome of feminine domesticity and 

promoter of reproductive futurism. In lieu of marriage and family, Lily paints, and her painting, 
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read through the lens of an intellectual birth, not only functions to disconnect the female body 

from heterosexual reproduction but it also queers heterosexual generationality as well: 

Then beneath the colour there was the shape. She could see it all so clearly, so 
commandingly, when she looked: it was when she took her brush in hand that the whole 
thing changed. It was in that moment’s flight between the picture and her canvas that the 
demons set on her who often brought her to the verge of tears and made this passage from 
conception to work as dreadful as any down a dark passage for a child. (Woolf 19) 
 

The process of Lily’s painting spans the length of the book and requires frequent reliance on 

memory and the past. This particular “birth” lingers over more than ten years, deviating from the 

biological timeframe of physical childbirth. Additionally, the insistence on revision, the recursive 

nature of Lily’s production, queers linear teleology. Though the reproductive act is disembodied 

and out of sync with chrononormativity, the parallels to childbirth in this scene are fairly explicit. 

Whereas the process of physical childbirth includes the development that occurs between 

conception to birth, for Lily it’s from “conception” to the artistic endeavor of her “work.” The 

experience elicits a physical reaction, a physical manifestation of the pain of labor, that brings 

Lily (as it does to people during childbirth) “to the verge of tears.” Counterintuitively, so it 

seems, the painting is a reproduction of heteronormative reproduction. The painting is of Mrs. 

Ramsay reading to James (52), which complicates a simplistic interpretation that the text 

succeeds in separating the female body from the role of mother. But it is an abstract 

representation, and Lily points out it is beyond the simple interpretation of “mother and child” as 

objects of “universal veneration” (52). Lily sees it as something beyond, but when she tries to 

explain just what she sees to Mr. Bankes, it’s too ineffable to articulate. In this way, heterosexual 

reproduction becomes abstracted and beyond articulation. Instead of “objects of universal 

veneration,” the image of mother and child is queerly reproduced as purple triangles and 

shadows (52). Furthermore, contrary to traditional repro-narratives, this example of generational 
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succession relies upon a surrogate mother. Not related by “blood,” Lily is like an adopted aunt in 

the Ramsay family. Her reproduction of the Ramsay lineage then is accomplished via surrogacy, 

rather than heterosexual reproduction.  

The process of painting is described as being “as dreadful as any down a dark passage for 

a child,” alluding to a baby being pushed through the birthing canal. Here the parallel is between 

the baby and the painting, completing the intellectual birth metaphor, but it is also a parallel 

between Lily and the baby. In other words, to perform the act of painting—to transition from 

interior to exterior—is just as emotionally demanding and shattering as the movement of a child 

down his or her mother’s birth canal. By repeatedly exposing herself to the possibility of public 

scrutiny, Lily moves from a place of comfort to one of exposure and anxiety. This alternative 

interpretation suggests that Lily is born, or reborn, each time she paints; each time she makes 

herself vulnerable to public view by way of her painting, she gradually allows for her own public 

visibility, which is both outside and within normative femininity. She’s outside normative 

femininity in that she is focused on an artistic endeavor rather than marriage and family. Yet 

she’s also within normative femininity in that it’s common for women to be objectified through 

art; in this instance, she’s not the object of the painting, yet still suffers the objectification as a 

woman artist. The function the painting performs then is intimately tied to Lily and her self-

realization.  

There’s been quite a surge in scholarship that considers the connection between identity 

and the human/inhuman binary, and Lily’s painting offers an example of how such a relationship 

operates. Elissa Marder argues that, “the maternal function operates at the very outer limits of the 

human” (2). She says, “It opens up a strange space in which birth and death, bios and techné, the 

human and the nonhuman are brought into an intimate and disturbing proximity with one 
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another” (2). To be sure, Lily’s process of painting incorporates the nonhuman components and 

all aspects of techné —the canvas, the brush, the mechanical hand movements—and at one point 

she dissolves the distinction between her body and her easel as machine: “…Pitching herself 

firmly again before her easel. It was a miserable machine, an inefficient machine, she thought, 

the human apparatus for painting or for feeling; it always broke down at the critical moment…” 

(Woolf 193). She “pitches” herself against her easel, leaning on it in “desperation” and makes 

the direct connection between her body and a machine, saying it’s a “miserable” and 

“inefficient” technology for “painting or for feeling.” She places her body into nonhuman terms 

to explain both painting and feeling, and in so doing suggests the human and nonhuman are 

interrelated, which echoes other voices in queer theory who are interested in the intersection of 

the human and nonhuman.  Mel Chen and Dana Luciano, in “Has the Queer Ever Been Human,” 

traces the various ways the “inhuman” has been defined by queer theorists. They reference 

Elizabeth Grosz, and note that for her, “the inhuman is not posited in opposition to the human 

but issues from the proliferation of difference: the ‘inhuman work of difference [is] the ways in 

which difference stretches, transforms, and opens up any identity to its provisional vicissitudes, 

its shimmering self-variations that enable it to become other than what it is’” (188). The non-

human canvas and the comingling of Lily with art opens and stretches her identity—its 

“shimmering self-variations,” the desire for proximity to heteronormativity, and her resistance to 

traditional femininity are “enabled” to “become,” to be born.  

 This process for Lily, though, is tenuous and challenging. She fails to capture her vision 

throughout the text and this failure is symbolic, I’d argue, of the cultural attitudes and ideologies 

that plagued women artists. For example, Brenda Helt claims that Woolf’s theories on gender, 

sexuality, and desire reflect “the social reality of living as a woman in society and the ways that 
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reality is formative of one’s mind or psyche and, therefore, of one’s opportunities and talents” 

(Helt and Detloff 121). The obsession with women’s reproductive capabilities suggests women 

had a certain power, but that power was strictly managed and manipulated for political purposes. 

Lily demonstrates the tension between the perceived power of women’s reproductive capacity 

and the ways that “social reality” influenced one’s “mind or psyche” and their “opportunities and 

talents.” In the early twentieth century, women artists were undervalued and (as represented by 

the character Mr. Tansley) it was a common attitude that women could not be artists. This 

misogynistic ideology is reflected in Lily’s difficulty in capturing her vision on her canvas: “She 

could see it all so clearly, so commandingly, when she looked: it was when she took her brush in 

hand that the whole thing changed. It was in that moment’s flight between the picture and her 

canvas that the demons set on her…” (19). The “moment’s flight between the picture” 

(conception) and “her canvas” (the metaphorical birth of her vision) could be a metaphor for the 

duration of carrying a child to term, and the demons therefore would signify the difficulties in 

doing so. But this statement could also represent the challenges Lily faces as a female artist. For 

example, she says “she could see it all so clearly, so commandingly, when she looked.” When 

the vision is private and protected within her own mind, she’s confident in the clarity of how and 

what she wants. The clarity and command of her vision becomes unstable, however, when she 

transitions from private (the picture in her mind) to public (her canvas, which has the potential to 

be seen by others). The risk of participating in the public, social reality makes her vulnerable to 

the biases and discriminations against women artists. The “demons” in this scenario, even if they 

are inner demons, are only such because of the social limitations of living as a woman artist.  

Interestingly, it is only after she is able to reproduce an earlier exchange between Mr. and 

Mrs. Ramsay that Lily is able to finally complete her painting. When Mr. Ramsay stands before 
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Lily in anticipation that she too will provide him with sympathy as Mr. Ramsay had done (who 

by the end of the text has passed away), her body shrinks and retracts: “His immense self-pity, 

his demand for sympathy poured and spread itself in pools at her feet, and all she did, miserable 

sinner that she was, was to draw her skirts a little closer round her ankles, lest she should get 

wet” (152). Her body resists his advances, until that is, she’s outside of his observation. Once 

he’s gone, nearly all the way to the lighthouse, she is finally able to produce the emotion of 

sympathy and she states that, “she was relieved. Whatever she had wanted to give him, when he 

left her that morning, she had given him at last” (208). She also notes that the effort had 

“stretched her body and mind to the utmost” (208). Here, she demonstrates sympathy, but in a 

masochistic way—she finds pleasure in the pain she suffers in her “body and mind,” but she 

denies Mr. Ramsay the sadistic sense of pleasure in witnessing her anguish in that it is she who 

finds relief, not Mr. Ramsay. This scene could be read as an instance when she’s able to 

negotiate her feelings towards heteronormativity, rather than only internally wrestling with them. 

However, she isn’t aware of her resistance to Mr. Ramsay—she doesn’t offer a clear indication 

that she’s purposely opposing his request, only that she’s unable to meet it, as though there’s 

something innate or subconscious about her resistance. Even when she is finally able to produce 

sympathy, it’s still not done with an explicit intention of thwarting Mr. Ramsay’s sadistic 

demands. Nevertheless, in her reproduction with a difference and her subversion of patriarchy’s 

surveillance, she queers the transaction between husband and wife. The performance of wifely 

femininity becomes a means of self-satisfaction. It is produced for Mr. Ramsay but never handed 

over to him.  

In the final line of the text, Lily says, “It was done; it was finished. Yes, she thought, 

laying down her brush in extreme fatigue, I have had my vision” (209). The language returns to 
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the metaphorical birth: her “vision” replaces the “child” to queer the act of having a child. As I 

have noted, Kinglsey argues Woolf’s incorporation of intellectual births perpetuates patriarchal 

values in that the emphasis remains with the male intellect rather than the female corporeal. 

However, the language used to describe Lily’s artistic process is saturated with references to the 

body, blurring and destabilizing binaries of masculine/feminine, intellectual/corporeal, 

human/non-human. As such, the ending succeeds in remaining suspended along bifurcated 

spaces of being and identity. Yet the completion of her vision does imply some sort of 

reconciliation was made. If Lily does come to a conclusion, I’d argue it’s an acceptance of that 

which she cannot reconcile within the limited constraints of her society, that perhaps her vision is 

the “shimmering self-variations that enable [her] to become other than what [she] is” (Chen and 

Luciano 188). Her production, furthermore, is simultaneously a representation of herself that 

doesn’t conform to the modes of being and producing that heteronormativity promotes and a 

product that defies being “properly productive” in an economic sense: “It would be hung in the 

attics, she thought; it would be destroyed. But what did that matter” (208)?  
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Conclusion 

 
 

The driving force behind this project has been to show how literary texts can and do 

question certain epistemic foundations that permeate culture and society. I situated both chapters 

around the idea of production, although the productive modes that I explore vary quite 

significantly. The idea of creation, of procreation, of design and construction, of “making,” 

saturate both narratives and intersect with broader cultural and social systems. Specifically, the 

modes of production I trace within this project are particularly fruitful in examining certain ways 

of knowing and being. History, politics, culture, and economics all intersect with diverse forms 

of production: historiography, medical discourse, societal norms and expectations, work, and 

labor. This thesis provides nuanced explorations of the ways production in both The Professor’s 

House and To the Lighthouse offer glimpses of alternatives to capitalist and heteronormative 

forms of production and reproduction, thereby confronting established attitudes and expanding 

understandings of what it means to produce. Much of my understanding of production is 

informed by Elizabeth Freeman’s work within queer theory and Marxist critique, and this thesis 

contributes to an exploration of the relationship between sexuality and capitalism.  

Certainly, both narratives offer more questions than they do answers, and that’s due to 

Woolf and Cather’s celebrations of multiplicity and irreducibility. Perhaps what’s most 

frustrating and equally exciting is how the texts evade singular readings or definitive answers. 

The Professor’s House continually unravels that which we recognize to be certain: seemingly 

innocuous notions such as luck and chance reveal an implicit design which then reveals 

contradictions of what is planned and what is coincidental; a concept such as liminality is 

sometimes tethered to specific and culturally constructed telos; unproductivity gives way to 
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productivity. To the Lighthouse repeatedly destabilizes bifurcations: certain forms of productions 

can render someone visible or invisible, legible or illegible; alternative forms of reproductions 

can denaturalize economic structures that are tied to blood lines and familial legacies; 

heteronormativity can repel and seduce all at once; art blends human and nonhuman, pushing the 

very boundaries of being and becoming to its limits.  

Interestingly, the work of Lily and St. Peter both converge with the image of an attic. For 

Lily, the attic represents the obscurity of her painting and the distancing of her professional self 

from the public. For St. Peter, the attic seems to function more as a closet for his secondary 

self—it’s in the attic he distances himself from his family life and it’s where he carries out the 

work he does aside from the University. Furthermore, it’s in the attic that he nearly kills himself 

but emerges at the end with a new perspective. The attic in The Professor’s House also offers a 

space for reflection, transformation, and generativity. Like a cocoon, the attic operates as a 

protective and transformative space for St. Peter. On the contrary, To the Lighthouse seems to 

suggest, although it’s of no difference to Lily, that it’s the “unproperly productive” creations that 

get relegated to such a space. More than a space to hide or protect objects from the public eye, 

Lily’s attic is a space where objects that are cast off by the public get positioned.   

Both The Professor’s House and To the Lighthouse situate alternative forms of 

production within outwardly traditional, bourgeois depictions of heteronormativity, 

demonstrating the conviviality with which the various constellations intersect and overlap. Both 

texts invite an exploration—not of judgment or of definitive explanation—of alternative ways of 

knowing and understanding. While they may question our ways of knowing, they also 

acknowledge that any degree of difference from the norm is always already part of it as well. 

While both texts are certainly open to reading sexuality in queer ways, what I found especially 
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interesting were the ways in which queerness came to bear in terms of other ontological and 

epistemological questions and concerns. In their glimmering depictions of alterity, Cather and 

Woolf’s texts extend and add to the work in queer theory that, as Sedgwick notes, “spins the 

term [‘queer’] outward along dimensions that can’t be subsumed under gender and sexuality” 

(Tendencies 9).  
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